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FORWARD

This report is one of a series of COESA (Canada-Ontario Environmental Sustainability
Accord) reports from the Research Sub-Program of the Canada-Ontario Green Plan . The
GREEN PLAN agreement, signed Sept . 21, 1992, is an equally-shared Canada-Ontario
program totalling $64.2 M, to be delivered over a five-year period starting April 1, 1992 and
ending March 31, 1997 . It is designed to encourage and assist farmers with the
implementation of appropriate farm management practices within the framework of
environmentally sustainable agriculture . The Federal component will be delivered by
Agriculture and Agrifood Canada and the Ontario component will be delivered by the Ontario
Ministry of Agriculture and Food and Rural Assistance .

From the 30 recommendations crafted at the Kempenfelt Stakeholders conference (Barrie,
October 1991), the Agreement Management Committee (AMC) identified nine program areas
for Green Plan activities of which the three comprising research activities are (with Team
Leaders) :

1 . Manure/Nutrient Management and Utilization of Biodegradable Organic Wastes
through land application, with emphasis on water quality implications
A. Animal Manure Management (nutrients and bacteria)
B. Biodegradable organic urban waste application on agricultural lands (closed loop

recycling) (Dr. BruceT. Bowman, Pest Management Research Centre, London, ONT)

2. On-Farm Research : Tillage and crop management in a sustainable agriculture system .
(Dr. AI Hamill, Harrow Research Station, Harrow, ONT)

3. Development of an integrated monitoring capability to track and diagnose aspects of
resource quality and sustainability. (Dr. Bruce MacDonald, Centre for Land and Biological
Resource Research, Guelph, ONT)

The original level of funding for the research component was $9,700,000 through Mar. 31,
1997 . Projects will be carried out by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, universities, colleges
or private sector agencies including farm groups.

This Research Sub-Program is being managed by the Pest Management Research Centre,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1391 Sandford St., London, ONT. N5V 4T3.

The following report, approved by the Research Management Team, is reproduced in its
entirety as received from the contractor, designated on the previous page.

Dr . Bruce T. Bowman
Scientific Authority
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PREFACE

This is a technical report that describes a process converting a very detailed (1 :20,000 scale)
soil survey into a generalized (1 :50,000 scale) survey and developing for the latter a GIS
database .

This report is a detailed technical accounting of the procedures involved in developing GIS
soil survey databases for the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . This report is not a
replacement for the published "Soils of Waterloo County" (Presant and Wicklund, 1971) . It
should be regarded as a technical supplement to that report and should be referenced when
using the digital version of the survey .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The goal of this project was to produce a grouped soil polygon map and digital data set for
the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . More specifically, the objective was to convert a
very detailed 1 :20,000 scale soil map (from The Soils of Waterloo County, Report Number
44 of the Ontario Soil Survey (Presant and Wicklund, 1971) on an uncontrolled photo mosaic
base to a scale and level of detail that is more commonly used in land use and resource
management planning (1 :50,000 scale) and, in a Geographic Information System (GIS), to
register the new soil map to the Ontario Base Mapping (OBM) .

In a prior pilot project in Wilmot Township, soil polygons were grouped manually on the
unregistered, published base maps and transferred to the OBM.

	

In this project the intent was
to utilize the GIS system as much as possible to group the polygons . Available from a
previous project, undertaken by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, was a complete
digital data base for the 1 :20,000 scale soil survey, and grouped soil polygon maps on a
registered base . In order to assess the accuracy of the Region's grouped polygons, a plot of
the polygons was compared with the manually-devised map of grouped soil polygons in
Wilmot Township. Test results suggested the need for only minor changes to the digital soil
grouping methodology .

In grouping soil polygons the available digital soil polygon data in the GIS were used to
automate and accelerate, the mapping process .

	

Using the digital soils information from the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo, soil polygons were first grouped according to the soil
association parameters established in the Wilmot Township pilot project. Initially, adjacent
soils of similar association were combined and polygon boundaries between these soils
dissolved in the GIS . This reduced the number of soil polygons by approximately one half.

Next, hard copy maps were printed for each of the townships to show the distribution and
sizes of grouped soil polygons . The maps were colour coded to show the relative sizes of
soil polygons . Polygons smaller than the minimum size for map units were merged with the
closest large polygon with similar soil materials .

	

Soils were not grouped within the
developed areas in subdivisions and other developed lands in the cities of Waterloo,
Kitchener and Cambridge and in towns and hamlets across the Region .

Slope classes for each grouped soil polygon were determined using a combination of slope
information in the original soil survey and OBM digital elevation data . The soil survey slope
classes were modified to conform with current CanSIS standards . The OBM data were used
to perform digital terrain mapping (DTM) and to derive slope classes in areas with slope
gradients larger than 10 percent. The soil polygon slope fields were then combined to
produce a generalized soil/slope polygon map for the Regional Municipality of Waterloo .
The final step in the process was to assign soil capability ratings to the grouped soil polygons
using modified Canada Land Inventory (CLI) ratings from The Soils of Waterloo County,
Report Number 44 of the Ontario Soil Survey (Presant and Wicklund, 1971) .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Current soil mapping convention in Ontario includes published scales of 1 :50,000, soil
polygon information in digital form with soil code and slope classifications as attributes in
the soil polygon data base . Gradually, information in digital form is being developed for
older soil surveys.

Soil surveys typically contain information related to soil genesis, classification, interpretation
and mapping. Ideally the information would be in a consistent form and format across the
province of Ontario . However, in some cases the available soil surveys are dated or may be
in a form that is not well suited to use by clients such as land use planners and resource
managers .

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo soil report, The Soils of Waterloo County (Presant
and Wicklund, 1971) is a case in point .

	

It was published in a format similar to that used for
county soil surveys in the Unites States .

	

In a bound report, with 46 separate maps sheets,
the maps are difficult to use for many planning purposes .

	

The information is therefore
substantially underutilized .

	

The soil maps in this case are presented at a very detailed scale
of 1 :20,000 (or 1 centimeter on the map equal to approximately 200 metres on the ground)
on an unregistered photo mosaic base . Combined, the maps contain approximately 50,000
individual soil map units .

Previously, Agriculture Canada' had digitized the 46 detailed soil maps . However, the data
set on soil types and soil properties remained in the tabular format of the published report
and was not converted into a GIS environment . When both soil polygons and data files are
reformatted into a GIS environment, the data can be combined with other data layers for
purposes such as assessing the state of agricultural resources, developing land evaluation
techniques, or for assessing the suitability of the land for agricultural, rural planning and
other related uses .

Agriculture Canada was renamed to "Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada" after completion of the Pilot
Project .
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The purpose of this project was to generate a new generalized and digitized soil map,
consistent with current soil survey conventions and compatible in content and format with
recently published soil survey reports in southern Ontario.

An initial pilot study had been conducted in Wilmot Township, in the Regional Municipality
of Waterloo (Ecologistics Limited, 1994), for the purpose of developing a methodology for
grouping soil polygons on the detailed soil maps. Grouped soil polygons were created by
combining soils of comparable parent material . In the current project, this soil grouping
methodology was extended to the Region as a whole but using the GIS to automate the
process .
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2.0

	

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

2.1

	

General Description

Figure 1 illustrates the location of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . It consists of
three adjacent cities, Waterloo, Kitchener and Cambridge, and four townships, Wilmot,
Wellesley, Woolwich and North Dumfries . The three cities are approximately centred in the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo .

The Region is served by the Macdonald-Cartier Freeway (Highway 401) to the south,
Highways 7, 8 and 24 through the central area and Highways 85 and 86 in the north .

	

It is
also served by the Waterloo-Guelph Airport, Canadian National and Canadian Pacific
Railways . Figure 2 illustrates the locations and proximities of the respective municipal
boundaries, as well as the major transportation arteries and facilities .
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Location of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo
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Figure 2.

	

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo
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3.0

	

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

3.1 Soils

3 .1 .1

	

Published Information

The published soil survey information appears in The Soils of Waterloo County, Report
number 44 of the Ontario Soil Survey (Presant and Wicklund, 1971). The soils information
is displayed as soil polygons, soil polygon/soil slope codes and various geographic features,
at a scale of 1 :20,000. This format is similar to standard county soil surveys in the United
States . None of the other counties or regions in Ontario have been published in this format .

The soil survey appears as 45 individual soil polygon maps bound into a report format along
with a 1 :100,000 scale soil association map covering the entire county and a separate
unbound map of an area recently annexed. The 45 maps illustrate the contiguous soil
information within the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . A single, unbound map
represents the area in Beverly Township annexed from the Regional Municipality of
Hamilton-Wentworth in 1972.

The soil maps are presented on uncontrolled aerial photo mosaic bases. These are not
registered to any standard mapping projection or convention. Uncontrolled photo mosaic
bases such as these also contain inherent distortions related to scale and horizontal
transformation common to aerial photographs .

The Waterloo County report contains analytical information related to chemical, physical and
engineering characteristics of each soil series .

	

Much of this information is in tabular form
either within the basic soil series descriptions or in the accompanying tables of engineering
data . The engineering data are presented in tables as comments or notes related to the
potentials and capabilities of a particular soil series for its use as granular material, general
fill, highway & road construction, shallow excavation and for septic tank installations .

Information related to the acreages and capabilities of the soils for the production of common
field crops is presented in tabular format .
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3 .1.2

	

Canada Soil Information System (CanSIS) - Soil Attribute Files

Additional sources of soil information were investigated for use in this project.
The main additional source for soil data was Canada Soil Information System (CanSIS) data
base of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada. The CanSIS files contain soil information in five

main file types, each in dBase format : the Project File, Soil Polygon File, Soil Map Unit
File, Soil Names File and the Soil Layer File .

A description of the data base structure or field attributes characterized for each of these file
sets is presented in Appendix A. The CanSIS information was available as both digital and
published data .

3 .1 .2.1

	

State of CanSIS Data

The CanSIS file information was obtained in digital format from Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada. The digital files were in various stages of completeness .

	

Each of the database file
structures was complete, however, some of the database fields had incomplete or partial
information . The following data files contained incomplete or partial information : the Soil

Names File (SNF); the Soil Layer File (SLF) ; and the Soil Map Unit File (SMUF) .

The Soil Polygon File contained information related to the soil polygon mapping line
structure or soil polygon boundaries as presented on the 1 :20,000 survey maps. The Project

File was provided, although this file would usually contain information associated with the
production of an entirely new soil survey mapping project .

A more detailed description of the information in the five CanSIS files is outlined below .

i.

	

Project File
It was not necessary to edit the project file since the information had already been
entered from the existing Waterloo County soil survey report.

ii .

	

Soil Polygon File
The Soil Polygon File contains the polygon line information associated with the
digital soil mapping . Further information related to the digital Soil Polygon File is
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presented in the following section (Section 3 .2.3) concerned with the Digital
Information

iii . Soil Map Unit File
This file was generally complete . Slight discrepancies were noted particularly with
the stoniness field for which there are no data . This file also contains additional
information related to the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) K (soil erodibility)
and LS (slope length and steepness factor) values, as well as information on soil
erosion potential . Each of these fields is populated with data, although indications
from staff at Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada are that the values are 'rough
estimates' due to insufficient or limited analytical data . The values represented in
this file are based on data extrapolated from information sourced from other regions .

iv . Soil Names File
This file was complete with all fields populated with data .

v.

	

Soil Layer File
This file is comprised of numerous fields containing partial information or
incomplete data sets . The fields dealing with the horizon descriptions were
complete . However, fields related to coarse fragments, dominant sand fraction,
very fine sand, organic carbon, PHCA, PH2, bases, bulk density and CAC03 are
only partially filled . Fields related to information on cation exchange capacity,
[KPO, KP 10, KP33 and KP 1500] (water retention) and electrical conductivity are
empty.

3.1 .3

	

Digital Information

3.1.3 .1 Background

The soil survey polygons had been previously digitized and compiled in GIS format by
Agriculture Canada in Ottawa . This digital data set had been produced in table coordinates
but had not been registered to a base projection system such as the standard 1 :10,000 scale
OBM or the 1 :50,000 scale National Topographic Sheet (NTS). Since the coverage was
digitized directly from the 1 :20,000 scale aerial photo mosaics, the original digital soil files
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contained the inherent distortions common to aerial photographs and uncontrolled aerial
photo mosaics .

The digital soils information was available as individual map coverages (files) . The
individual maps had not been merged into a single coverage and had not been edge matched .
The area covered by the 45 map sheets within the Regional Municipality of Waterloo were as
it was pre-1972, before the annexation of parts of Beverly Township . The soils in the
annexed area of Beverly Township were not in digital format .

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo acquired the digital soil information from Agriculture
Canada with the intention of registering the soil information to a standard base . Through
subconsultants, the Regional Municipality of Waterloo completed the processing and
registering of the digital soil information in late 1994 . During the digital processing, the soil
polygon information was 'rubber sheeted' and registered to an OBM base on the 1927 North
American Datum (NAD27) (May 1976 adjustment) .

The NAD27 datum (May 1976 adjustment) was further refined and upgraded to the 1983
North American Datum (NAD83). These datum sets, and adjusted datum sets, refer to the
horizontal datum only . Vertical datum is derived from mean sea level, as established by the
Geodetic Survey Division, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.

Further information regarding the details of the digital soils files is presented in
Section 4.2.2.2 - Digital Soils Mapping Information.

3 .1 .3.2

	

Initial Registration of Soil Maps

Apparently in this registration process, the individual soil map files (sheets) were merged
into township coverages and edgematched for polygon boundary linework . The merged files
were not, however, edgematched for polygon centroids and labels . The production of
accurate digital polygon mapping requires that each polygon contain a single centroid or
label . A single centroid or label is used to reference the polygon to a relational data base(s) .
An attached data base could contain a variety of attributes pertaining to each individual soil
polygon . In the case of the soil polygon mapping, the data base included information related
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to the centroid or label and provided information related to the soil code and slope code of
the individual polygon.

The consequence of not edgematching for polygon centroids was many individual polygons
with more than one centroid or label point . The polygons with numerous centroids,
contained an equal number of soil and slope codes (one soil and slope code (label) is attached
to each centroid) . In some cases, the polygons which contained numerous centroids,
consisted of soil codes which were different from each other .

	

In these cases, reference to the
original published soil mapping was required in an effort to determine the appropriate soil
code.

In addition to the registration process discussed above, the Regional Municipality also
initiated a soil generalization procedure . The soil grouping procedure made use of the
individual soil code component of the label . The slope component was not included and,
therefore, was not considered in the grouping procedure .

The process of generalizing the soil survey was based on the 1 :100,000 scale association map
and was conducted through a computerized analysis of the position of similar soil series,
their extent and proximity to other soils of the same series .

	

Soils of similar series were
grouped together and the polygon boundary lines between polygons of similar series were
dissolved . This process resulted in a generalized soil polygon map which included a single
soil code attribute for each polygon in the data file .

Also as a component of the generalized grouping procedure, the soils information was further
edited by specifying and applying a tolerance to the polygon linework . The application of
this tolerance to the linework effectively constrained the computer by forcing it to use fewer
line data points . The process therefore reduced the number of line arcs (segments) which
make up the boundary of a polygon, and reduced the size of the digital file ; this made the
file easier to manage on computers with limited processing capability . Line displacement of
the polygon boundaries due to this procedure could range up to 10 metres .

Unfortunately, no accurate data records specifying the procedures followed in setting the
tolerance were available ; therefore, the exact tolerance could not be determined.
Nevertheless, the result is similar to the setting of any tolerance . Therefore, the procedure
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of applying a set tolerance to the digital polygon file will result in more angular and jagged
polygon boundaries, due to the smaller number of points used to create the arc segments .

Since arc (line) segments are actually straight lines, it is evident that for a given length of a
curve, the more line segments in the curve will result in a smoother, rounder curve.
Similarly fewer line segments in a curve will result in a more distorted, angular curve.

Additional information in the Region's generalized soil polygon mapping file consisted of the
centroid of each original soil polygon and the original soil/slope code associated with that
centroid . This information was provided as an additional layer, which, when overlaid on the
generalized soil polygon map revealed numerous centroids and soil/slope codes within each
grouped soil polygon.

In addition to supplying the generalized soil polygon information, the Region provided the
Ontario Base Mapping and associated Digital Topographic Data Base files, both in digital
format .

In light of the changes introduced to the original Agriculture Canada digital soil database, it
was decided, in consultation with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, that the new
generalized soil polygon boundaries would be used in representative test areas in Wilmot
Township to determine the feasibility of using this digital soil polygon coverage .

Test areas were to be chosen within Wilmot Township for correlation with the upgraded soils
information in the Assessing the State of the Agricultural Resources report (Ecologistics,
1994) . However, in assessing which sections of the Wilmot Township generalized soil map
that would be appropriate for testing, it was determined that less time was needed to conduct
an overall comparison of the township than to cut out test areas and conduct individual
comparisons . Therefore, the entire Wilmot Township was used as a test.

Figure 3 illustrates the grouped soil map from the Assessing the State of the Agricultural

Resources report (Ecologistics Limited, 1994) . Figure 4 illustrates the generalized soil map
from the Region's soil data base .

A comparison of these maps revealed a basic correlation of large polygons . This information
was encouraging to the extent that it illustrated that a computer program could be designed to
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conduct the initial soil grouping . Although the computer program preformed reasonably, a
secondary grouping of smaller polygons and polygons of different materials was necessary .
This secondary procedure was conducted manually by a pedologist . These edits were then
digitized on the grouped polygon map to produce a final GIS-generated soil polygon map.
Figure 5 illustrates the similarity between the generalized grouping and the initial computer
dissolve .
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Figure 3 .

	

Generalized Soil Grouping
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Figure 4.

	

Grouped Soil Polygon Map From the Assessing the State of the Agricultural
Resources Report (Ecologistics Limited, 1994), Wilmot Township
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Figure 5 .

	

Wilmot Township Generalized Soil Polygon Map From the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo
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4.0

	

DIGITAL DATA MANAGEMENT - Data Bases and Map
Files

Various geographic information and data management systems were used to compile the data
files, create soil polygon files (layers) and produce the final soil mapping and attribute files.

Each organization and government agency (Federal, Provincial and Municipal governments)
involved with digital file processing and resource materials uses their own GIS procedures
for manipulation of digital information. Therefore, the available digital data were in a
variety of file formats; these were loaded to the workstation and translated into a common
ARC/INFO format .

In all cases the available digital information was suitable for importing into the ARC/INFO
processing package. The final results of the soil survey upgrade project were then presented
in the ARC/INFO digital data format so the data would be suitable for use on other
processing systems.

	

For this purpose the data must be released as an ARC export file .

4.1

	

Data Base Structure

Since the soil series names were to remain unchanged, it was most convenient to preserve the
linkages between the new grouped polygon attribute database and CanSIS (soil attribute) files
created for the original 1 :20,000 soil survey . This allows easy access to the detailed
physical, chemical and morphological information that is contained in the CanSIS soil name,
soil map unit and soil layer files.

Linkage to the CanSIS database is maintained with the inclusion of fields that contain the
National Soil Data Base (NSDB) soil code, modifier and slope class for each component
indicated in the soil polygon. These fields have the same attributes in terms of field type and
length as the corresponding fields in the NSDB . Essentially, the polygon attribute table for
the grouped polygon coverage provides additional information to the CanSIS soil map unit
file created for the original survey . Aside from the fields mentioned above, which are
necessary for linking to the layer and names files, it is appropriate to include fields which
enhance soil information in the original map unit file, such as stoniness or slope class.
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All interpretive applications of the soil polygons developed in this project are included in the
attribute tables which are supplied separately in hard copy and in digital form.

	

Attribute

tables included the Canada Land Inventory (CLI) ratings for common field crops .

4.2

	

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo - Computer
Information Services - Digital Map File Management

4.2 .1

	

Data Format

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo provided base information which included the

following : Ontario Basic Mapping slope information; soil polygon; and the soil code and

slope code information .

	

Each of these base mapping files was supplied in digital format .

The soil polygon information was presented as line features in the Drawing Exchange Format

(dxf) . . Soil code and slope code information was presented as text features in dxf files .

Originally, the soil code and slope information were available in the Graphics Interchange

Format (GIF), however, the GIF files were converted and supplied as dxf format .

The soil code and slope code information was presented as a three digit soil/slope code

(ie . HuC - Huron soil on a C slope) and as text features attached to the centroid of each soil

polygon. The attached slope information is generally representative of the slope information

in the Soils of Waterloo County (Presant and Wicklund) report .

Each of the soil files was presented in 1983 North American Datum (NAD83) .

4.2.2

	

Data Sets - Slope Map Files

The Ontario Basic Mapping information was supplied as three different data sets : a

generalized Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in a 50,000 point data set ; a Digital Terrain

Model in a 190,000 point data set ; and a Regional contour map with isolines on a 5 metre

interval . Each of these files was in 1927 North American Datum (NAD27) (May 1976

adjustment) and in ASCII format . Each data set was reviewed and evaluated for consistency

and quality .
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4.2.2.1

	

Ontario Basic Mapping - Digital Terrain Model

The composition or attributes of the individual files was first reviewed and the Region's files
were correlated with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources data files.

Many standard mapping features are issued with OBM maps released from the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources.

	

Some of these features relate to the density of data points,
cartographic spot elevations and overlap at neatlines (map boundaries) . OBM mass point
density translates into a standard elevation reading every 60 metres at 1 :10,000 scale
compilation. Cartographic spot elevations are illustrated for features such as the intersection
of roads, railways, transmission lines and other man-made linear features .

	

Spot elevations
should be accurate to the nearest 0.5 metre at 1 :10,000 scale mapping . As well, OBM data
is delivered at least 120 metres past the neatline in all directions for 1 :10,000 scale mapping.

Each of the data sets received from the Region included the above noted information. The
features/attributes and the condition of each data set are described below.

The 50,000 point data set consisted of 77 generalized individual OBM sheets which contained
approximately 154,000 data points (For the purpose of this report, this data set will be
referred to as the 50,000 point data set) . The 77 files comprised two different DTM layers
from the OBM data. One layer contained information related to grid point and random data
points, while the second layer contained information related to contour lines on a 5 metre
interval .

	

Three of the 77 data files were corrupt and unreadable . A merge of the OBM data
files revealed significant overlapping between the individual OBM sheets . Further reference
to the OBM data sheet which accompanies the digital files, indicated that a 100 metre overlap
on all sides is standard for the data sets .

	

No further irregularities were observed in this data
set.

Similar conditions were noted with for the standard OBM data files which comprise the
190,000 point data set. This data set actually comprised 77 individual data files, each of
which contained between 15,000 and 45,000 data points . Assuming in average of 25,000
data points per file, this yields approximately 1,900,000 data points . (For the purpose of this
report, this data set will be referred to as the 190,000 point data set) .

	

This is a significant
increase in the number of data points and an increase in the time required for processing .

	

A
merge of the OBM data files revealed significant overlapping between the individual OBM
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sheets . Further reference to the OBM data sheet which accompanies the digital files,
indicated that a 100 metre overlap on all sides is standard for the data sets .

The digital files representing the regional contour mapping, provided a data set of
coordinates with the z value associated with a particular contour line . No irregularities were
observed in this data set .

Each of the OBM data files was in the 1927 North American Datum (NAD27) . Each of
these data sets required merging of individual data files and a translation into the NAD83
format . These steps were necessary establish consistency with the digital soils information .

4.2.2 .2

	

Digital Soils Mapping Information

As mentioned above in Section 3 .2.3, the original published soil survey contained 45 bound
maps and these had been digitized by Agriculture Canada. The Region had contracted to
have the unregistered digital soils files edited and registered to the Ontario Base Mapping
system .

	

The results of file editing and registration (conversion) were supplied to the Region
in the AutoCAD drawing format (dwg) . The Region then converted the files from the dwg
format to the dxf format .

Resulting from the soil polygon registration process were two data sets consisting of the soils

data . Both data sets were based on modified versions of the original published soil polygon
information. These modified data sets are described below .

The first data set consisted of the line work from the original soil polygon maps as registered
to the Ontario Basic Mapping. This data set included all soil polygons on the bound maps in

The Soils of Waterloo County . This data set consisted of eight files and occupied a total of

325 megabytes (mb) of storage space .

The eight files relate to blocks of maps from the Ontario Basic Mapping system (Figure 6) .

The second data set consisted of the line work for a simplified grouping of soil polygons . As

noted above, the simplified grouping of soil polygons was developed by removing the slope

component from the polygon soil/slope code then grouping polygons by the soil name and
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Figure 6.

	

Blocks of Ontario Base Mapping
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dissolving common polygon lines between similar soils . This data set consisted of soil
polygons grouped, by similar soil code and resulted in a simplified soil data base .

	

The total
storage space required for this data set of seven files was approximately 73 mb.

The seven files of soil polygon linework relate to the township and municipal boundaries as
follows : North Dumfries Township ; Wilmot Township ; Woolwich Township ; Wellesley
Township; The City of Cambridge; The City of Kitchener ; and The City of Waterloo .
The soil code and slope code files consisted of eight files corresponding to the above
mentioned blocks of Ontario Basic mapping .

As mentioned in Section 3 .2.3, the registering and editing process was conducted in a series
of steps, each building on the previous step .

	

The initial steps in this process (conducted by
Agriculture Canada) required the registering and digitizing of the individual photo mosaic
soil polygon maps . The next step required the joining and dissolving of common soil
polygon lines along the edges of the maps. This procedure also required that the text
attributes associated with the individual polygons be modified to reflect the single polygon on
completion of the dissolve .

	

In other words, each polygon located along the boundary
between the adjacent soil maps should contain only one text attribute related to the soil code .
However, this step of removing the second and sometimes third text attribute was either not
completed or possibly not conducted . Failure to complete this step required further
modifications to the original soil polygon text attributes to reflect a single soil code .

4.2.3

	

Data Transfer

4.2.3.1

	

Ontario Basic Mapping - Digital Terrain Mapping

On determination of the most appropriate data set (discussed in Section 6.0), the digital
information for each of the 77 files within the generalized and the standard OBM data sets
was compressed in UNIX (Tar) format and copied to a four millimeter computer grade data
cartridge tape . The files could not be retrieved from the data tape and were not readable at
the risk station or any of the computers on the attached network . As a result, the files
associated with the generalized data point DTM layer were subsequently issued in
compressed format on diskette . No errors or irregularities were observed with this data
transfer .
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4.2.3.2

	

Digital Soils Mapping Information

The first data set consisted of eight files of the original soil polygon linework .

	

This data set
occupied 325 mb in uncompressed format and 54 mb in compressed format . This
information was transferred by laplinking and downloading the information from the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo Information Section network computer to a laptop
computer . The laptop computer and associated files were transported to the Unix riskstation
and laplinked to a PC station . The data files were uploaded to the network and subsequently
transferred to the ARC/INFO Unix riskstation . The data transfer required one hour for
downloading at the Region and four hours for uploading at the riskstation network.

The second data set, consisting of seven files of the simplified soil polygon linework (as
mentioned in Section 4.2.2.2) and the eight files of text information occupied 73 mb of
storage space . This information was loaded to an eight millimeter computer grade data
cartridge tape, transferred to the riskstation and uploaded . A total of fifteen digital files
were transferred on tape .

4.3

	

Geographic Information System - Hardware/Software

An ARC/INFO Geographic Information System, running on a Unix operating system, was
used to conduct the majority of the digital soil data processing.

	

AUNIX riskstation
including digitizing table, was used in the manipulation of the digital data . The Atlas
Geographic Information System, running on a PC DOS operating system, was used as a
secondary GIS processing package for soil polygon grouping techniques. Files modified in
the Atlas application were saved in ARC/Export format and were imported into ARC/INFO
through the ARC/Import function .

Draft and final plot files were created in ARC/INFO (ARCPlot), copied to diskette and
transported to a printing/drafting service for reproduction . This step was necessary due to
restrictions in paper sizes available on the in-house plotter . A large paper size was required
for the printing of the regional maps at the final mapping scale of 1 :50,000 .

Draft copies of the various stages of the soil polygon map were plotted to provide hard
copies of the maps for correlation purposes .

	

In-house plotting/printing equipment was
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utilized to produce draft township maps at larger scales (1 :40,000) . The larger scale
township maps were used for spot checking and editing purposes .

Plot files were successfully transferred and downloaded at the plotter via computer link for
on-site plotting and by diskette for off-site plotting . No malfunctions, errors or omissions
occurred during the transferring of digital files .
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5.0

	

SOIL GROUPING PROCEDURE

The following section summarizes the soil polygon grouping procedure that was employed in
creating the upgraded soil survey for the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . A more
detailed discussion of the grouping methods appears in Appendix B .

5.1

	

Manual Grouping

At the outset it was anticipated that this project would be based on the data sets, information
sources and soil grouping procedure used in the Wilmot Township pilot project . In that case
the published Wilmot Township polygon maps from The Soils of Waterloo County report
were photo-enlarged to a scale of 1 :10,000 and overlayed with the 1 :10,000 scale OBM base .
Soil polygons were manually grouped by a pedologist who then transferred the polygons to
the appropriate OBM base . Table 1 illustrates the base soil association groupings .

	

This
procedure resulted in a generalized soil map registered to an OBM base . The generalized
soil polygon boundaries were then digitized, creating a registered digital soil information map
for Wilmot Township .

On initiation of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo soil survey upgrade, Agriculture
Canada's registered, digital soil files became available from the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo .

	

Their availability and the potential for using the registered files resulted in slight
modifications to the soil polygon grouping techniques as discussed below .

5.2

	

Digital Grouping

5.2.1 Methodology

The digital soil polygon grouping procedure was derived from the manual soil polygon

grouping technique . It was necessary to revise and upgrade the manual technique to make

efficient use of the GIS capabilities and digital soil polygon files .

As with the manual approach, soil polygons in similar association were combined in the

digital grouping procedure . The term association refers to a natural grouping of mineral
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Table 1 .

	

Groupings by Soil Associations

ecologistics limited 25

Soil Series Members
Soil Association
Group Number Catena Name Drainage

Good Imperfect Poor Very Poor

1 Huron Huron Perth Brookston Dorking
Toledo

Wilmot
2 St . Clements St . Clements Wellesley
3 Guelph Guelph London
4 Dumfries Dumfries

5 Bennington Bennington Tavistock Maplewood
Bookton Bookton Berrian Wauseon

6 Woolwich Woolwich Conestogo Maryhill
Freeport Freeport Kossuth

Mannheim Mannheim
7 Brant Brant Tuscola Colwood

Waterloo Waterloo Heidelberg
S Fox Fox Brady Granby

Lisbon Lisbon
9 Burford Burford Brisbane
10 St . Jacobs St . Jacobs Floradale

Caledon Caledon Camilla Ayr
11 Farmington Farmington Brooke

Preston
12 Grand Grand Macton Elmira

Kirkland Kirkland Haysville Hespeler
Boomer Boomer Donald Hawkesville

13 Martin Variable
Drainage

14 Organic Organic
(30 cm +)



soils based on similarities in climatic or physiographic factors and soil parent materials,
which occur in characteristic patterns over the landscape (from Agriculture Canada "Glossary
of Terms in Soil Science") . Associations are identified as soils which formed on similar
parent materials and differ according to topographic position and variation in drainage within
the association .

The soil association grouping method as described in the Assessing the State of Agricultural

Resources : Improving the Land Resource Data Base - Wilmot Township Soils Upgrade

(Ecologistics Limited, 1994), was structured around the soil groupings that appear on the
1 :100,000 scale soil association map in the Soils of Waterloo County (Presant and Wicklund,
1971) report .

	

Soils grouped by this method are considered to behave similarly in several
respects .

	

They should be similar in respect to agricultural capability, erosion susceptibility
and degradation potential . Table 1 lists the soil series which were combined in the grouping
procedure .

The digital soil polygon grouping procedure was applied to the generalized (simplified)
digital soil polygon file supplied by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . The generalized
polygon file contained information related to the soil code but not the slope code or slope
classification .

The grouping procedure required preliminary processing of the simplified digital soil files .
These files contained polygon information on soil code only . Soil polygons were individual,
unique soil units containing information on one soil series . The grouping procedure
combined the soil series of the same catena . Soil series within the same catena were
assigned a number code to be used in the processing. A simple program was developed
which assigned the numeric code to each soil polygon. The numeric codes were evaluated in
the dissolve function resulting in polygons with one numeric soil code for each soil
association .

The dissolve function in the ARCANFO program was used to generate a new polygon map
by combining adjacent polygons of similar attributes . This function deletes common polygon
lines when the attributes on both sides of the line are the same.

The resultant map of grouped soil polygons included numerous 'island' polygons which are

defined as small units of soils that are dissimilar from the large polygon in which the 'island'
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is situated . Generally, 'island' polygons are smaller than the minimum mapping size
(12 .5 ha) and are, therefore, incorporated as part of the larger polygon. Such polygons were
treated as inclusions within larger polygons .

Although the dissolve function creates an accurate map of soil polygon groupings, based on
the original soil polygon data, this function does not have the ability to further group
adjacent small soil polygons of different associations .

	

The dissolve function is unable to
discern one soil type from another, therefore, can not 'logically' interpret soils and group the
smaller soil polygons into larger groups .

	

For this reason it was necessary for a pedologist to
manually examine, evaluate and group the small polygons into groups which are larger than
the minimum mapping size . As well, it was necessary for the pedologist to attempt edge
matching along township and municipal boundaries .

The pedologist examined the soil polygons and their respective attributes, then grouped the
smaller polygons into logical combinations of soils based on the attributes related to parent
materials and textures .

On simple landscapes, many grouped soil polygons were very large and required further
differentiation, based on drainage class and/or slope characteristics, to better describe the soil
polygons . Large grouped polygons often represented a single dominant series throughout,
although the subdominant soil components varied . This required further differentiation of
soil polygons .

Differentiation was achieved in a two step process . The first step identified areas within the
large polygons where similar subdominant soils were more concentrated . In the second step
smaller polygons were created within the large polygon based on concentrations of
subdominant soils .

In addition to the "soil" features combined to produce the grouped polygons, many "non-
soil" features were identified and required further evaluation . For example:

tracts of disturbed land were shown in the Soils of Waterloo County as Made
Land (i.e . urban and built up areas associated with settlements throughout the
Township at the time of the original survey (1960's)) . These areas were
correlated with recent OBM information for the size and shape of the disturbed
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lands . Mapped boundaries for built up areas were presented as lines
representing the periphery of the settlement areas .

	

Soils within these areas were
not identified although access to this information is achievable in ArcINFO .

scarp areas were identified along river and stream courses and reflect the steep
nature of the soils in the polygons, hence, the erosion potential of soils .

	

These
areas were correlated with the OBM information for the size, shape and location
of the scarp feature . Scarp features were generally presented as small polygons
adjacent to stream and river channels . Scarp features were usually incorporated

as part of the stream or river valley complex .

gravel and sand pits were identified throughout the Region and included features

such as wayside pits, licensed and unlicensed pits . These areas were correlated
with the OBM base map information for the size, shape and location of the
gravel or sand pits . Many gravel or sand pits did not conform to the minimum
mapping size . As a result, individual gravel and sand pits were presented as
associations of actual pit features combined with adjacent polygons of gravelly
or sandy soil materials .

5.2.2

	

Correlation of Digital Grouping Methodology

As mentioned in Section 3 .2.3.2, a test of the effectiveness of the digital grouping

methodology was conducted . As part of the test, the digital grouping technique was applied

to the entire Wilmot Township area . A plot of the grouped soil polygons was prepared and

correlated to the existing Wilmot Township Soil Upgrade map . There was a close similarity

on the maps so a decision as made to apply the GIS grouping procedure to the entire

Regional Municipality of Waterloo . Figure 5 illustrates the similarity of the soil polygon

maps.

Plots at 1 :40,000 scale were made of the individual townships showing the grouped soil

polygons and indicating, through colour coding, the relative size of each polygon . The

relative size was an indication whether the grouped soil polygon was greater than or less than

the minimum mapping area of 12.5 ha .
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Maps are generally compiled at scales larger than the final scale of publication . Care was
taken that the smallest area on the soil polygon map would not be smaller than 0.5 cm2 when
reduced to publication scale. At a publication scale of 1 :50,000, the smallest map unit would
comprise 12 .5 ha as indicated in A Soil Mapping System for Canada: Revised (Expert
Committee on Soil Survey, 1984) . The GIS unit was used to determine soil polygon areas
on the 1 :40,000 scale and to colour code soil polygons for determination of relative polygon
size .

	

Soil polygons smaller than 12.5 ha were colour coded to provide locational reference
of the polygons to the pedologist . These polygons were further grouped until the area
calculations indicated the polygon size was greater than 12.5 ha.

Table 2 illustrates the dissolve summary for the GIS grouping of similar soil associations for
the entire coverage area (township soil maps). This table indicates the total number of input
soil polygons, the number of polygons remaining after the initial GIS grouping procedure and
the number of soil polygons with an area less than 12 .5 ha .

	

As indicated in the table, the
GIS groupings resulted in an approximate reduction of the total number of soil polygons by
one half. Table 3 shows the further reductions in polygon numbers that occurred as a result
of the manual grouping step .
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Table 2.

	

Dissolve Summary for Initial Soil Polygon Groupings using GIS Format

Table 3 .

	

Summary of Manually Grouped Soil Polygons
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Coverage
Number of

Input Polygons
Number of

Output Polygons

Number of Polygons
with area less than

125,000 m2 (12.5 ha)

Wilmot 7601 3073 2847

Waterloo 753 668 620

Kitchener 2731 1525 1411

Wellesley 8739 3123 2874

Cambridge 2367 1451 1345

Woolwich 7669 3925 3497

North Dumfries
(excluding annexed Beverly area)

4382 2953 2756

Coverage
Number of

Input Polygons
Number of

Output Polygons

Wilmot 3073 350

Waterloo 668 118

Kitchener 1525 197

Wellesley 3123 352

Cambridge 1451 205

Woolwich 3925 385

North Dumfries
(including annexed Beverly area)

2953 395

North Dumfries
(excluding annexed Beverly area)

2926 367



6.0

	

DIGITAL TERRAIN MAPPING

In order to produce a data base consistent with current mapping convention, it was necessary
to change the slope class ranges as defined in the Soils of Waterloo County, to the standard
Canadian System of Soil Classification (CSSC) slope range format . The process of changing
the slope classes required a correlation of existing published and digital slope information .

Basic slope information, presented in the Soils of Waterloo County, groups slopes into four
general categories .

	

Slopes are presented as categories containing : 0 - 3 percent ; 3 - 6
percent; 6 - 12 percent ; and greater than 12 percent slope . These slope classes are general in
nature and do not follow the current mapping convention as addressed in the CSSC. The
percent slope categories associated with the CSSC are : 0 - 0.5 ; 0.5 - 2.0 ; 2 .0 - 5 .0 ; 5 .0 -
9.0 ; 9.0 - 15 .0 ; 15 .0 - 30.0 ; 30.0 - 45.0; and greater than 45 .0. Table 4 illustrates the
Canadian System of Soil Classification slope categories.

ecologistics limited

Table 4.

	

Canadian System of Soil Classification Slope Categories

Note :

	

-

	

where A = slope length greater than 50 metres
-

	

where a = slope length less than 50 metres

A variety of slope information sources was available for processing and evaluating slope
gradients in Waterloo Region. Frequently, slope gradients are interpreted from contour
information on manuscript topographic maps. More recently, digital OBM files that have
become available from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources are being used to develop
slope gradients . The digital files include topographic information in point elevation and
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Slope Category Percent Slope

Aa 0.0-0.5

Bb 0.5-2.0

Cc 2.0-5.0

Dd 5.0-9.0

Ee 9.0-15.0

Ff 15.0-30.0

Gg 30.0-45.0

Hh 45 .0 +



contour line format . These layers are referred to as Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and
appear as a layer file within the Ontario Digital Topographic Data Base (DTDB) .

Digital Terrain Models are surface covers within the OBM data files . These surface covers
can be turned into thematic layers by imposing on them a classification scheme. For the
purpose of this report, DTM surface covers were converted into Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) slope polygon coverage and themed by assigning a colour value to the z-values of
each elevation point . The colour value was used to classify surface z-values into the standard
CSSC slope range groupings .

A DEM is a surface cover (map layer) whose z-values contain the average elevation of each
map pixel. In simple terms, DEM data is a collection of elevations to a density sufficient to
mathematically model the surface of the ground . The modelling is accomplished by one
form or another of triangulation or gridding techniques .

	

Once this cover is created from the
Digital Topographic Data Base using the information within the OBM digital data, other
surfaces can be derived .

The Digital Elevation Model was used to assist .in determining slope classes for soil

polygons . Slopes with gradients greater than 10 percent or associated with the CanSIS slope
classes of Ee, Ff and Gg were determined through this process . Areas of slope greater than
10 percent were plotted and correlated to existing soil polygons . Soil polygon boundaries
were edited to represent soils of similar series and slope gradient .

6.1

	

Slope Mapping Methodologies - Ditigal File Format

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2., the slope information for the Region of Waterloo was
compiled from a variety of data sources . Data sources included: the Soils of Waterloo

County (mapping and digital files) ; the Ontario Base Mapping, in digital form (190,000 point

data set, in 77 files, in NAD27 datum) ; Modified Ontario Base Mapping, from the Region of

Waterloo (50,000 point data set, in 77 files, in NAD27 datum) ; and the Region of Waterloo

contour line mapping (a data set consisting of multiple x,y coordinates along lines of similar

contour) .
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OBM data point sets were processed in the ARC/INFO lattice and ARC/INFO TIN
(Triangulated Irregular Network) applications . Each data point set was evaluated for
consistency and accuracy during the processing of the application. Data file inconsistencies
and errors were previously identified in Section 4.2.2.1 .

The 190,000 point data set provided spot elevation information for many features including:
roads ; streams ; and water bodies . The individual point set files were merged into one file
and translated into the NAD83 datum. The processing of the data was conducted in the
NAD83 datum.

The 50,000 point data set was processed according to the same criteria as outlined for the
190,000 data point set.

	

The individual point set files were merged into one file, then
translated and processed in the NAD83 datum. Map layers were processed for 20, 50 and
100 metre grid cell mesh sizes. Similar reductions in the mapping detail were noted with an
increase in grid cell mesh size .

Later discussions with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Information Centre
provided information related to updated OBM mapping. This information is presented in
Table 5 and includes the OBM number, the type of topographic layer information (contour vs
DTM/point) and the year the update occurred .

The information in Table 5 illustrates the nature of the topographic data layers contained in
the Ontario Base Map series for the maps covering the area in the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo. It is evident from this table that the topographic data layers for this area are not
consistent and do not follow a constant or single data type convention . The topographic data
layers contained within the individual files consist of both point and contour data fields .

As with each of the digital file formats received from the various agencies, it was necessary
to conduct testing of the data for consistency and format . These tests were particularly
important for the verification of the digital slope information.
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Table 5.

	

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources - Ontario Base Mapping for the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo
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Ontario Base Map Number Topographic Layer Year

10 17 5100 48100 DTM 1985

10 17 5100 48150 DTM 1985

10 17 5100 48200 DTM 1985

10 17 5150 48100 DTM 1985

10 17 5150 48150 DTM 1985

10 17 5150 48200 DTM 1985

10 17 5150 48250 DTM 1985

10 17 5150 48300 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 47950 Contour 1983

10 17 5200 48000 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 48050 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 48100 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 48150 DTM NA

10 17 5200 48200 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 48250 DTM 1985

10 17 5200 48300 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 47950 Contour 1983

10 17 5250 48000 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 48050 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 48100 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 48150 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 48200 DTM 1985

10 17 5250 48250 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 47950 Contour 1983

10 17 5300 48000 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48050 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48100 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48150 DTM 1985



Table 5.

	

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources - Ontario Base Mapping for the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo
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Ontario Base Map Number Topographic Layer T Year

10 17 5300 48200 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48250 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48300 DTM 1985

10 17 5300 48350 DTM 1985

10 17 5350 47950 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48000 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48050 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48100 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48150 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48200 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48250 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48300 Contour 1982

10 17 5350 48350 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 47900 Contour . 1982

10 17 5400 47950 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48000 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48050 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48100 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48150 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48200 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48250 Contour 1982

10 17 5400 48300 Contour 1982

10 17 5450 47900 Contour 1982

10 17 5450 47950 Contour 1982

10 17 5450 48000 DTM NA

10 17 5450 48050 DTM NA

10 17 5450 48100 DTM NA

10 17 5450 48150 Contour 1982



Table 5.

	

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources - Ontario Base Mapping for the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo

Note: -

	

The Topographic Layer is expressed as one of two data formats . Data may be presented as either a Contour Layer or a
Digital Terrain Mapping Layer (DTM).

The DTM Layer contains a series of point data, with x, y and z values stored against each point. (Digital
Topographic Data Base Overview, Version 2, March 1994) .

The Contour Layer contains a series ofline data, with x, y coordinates of a particular contour . The z value is
attached to each contour line . Contours contained in this layer are treated as cartographic features, therefore
mathematical connectivity between map sheets is not performed on these features . (Digital Topographic Data Base
Overview, Version 2, March 1994) .

dates illustrated in the Year heading indicate the year the file was produced .
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Ontario Base Map Number Topographic Layer Year

10 17 5450 48200 Contour 1982

10 17 5450 48250 Contour 1982

10 17 5500 47900 Contour 1982

10 17 5500 47950 DTM NA

10 17 5500 48000 DTM NA

10 17 5500 48050 DTM NA

10 17 5500 48100 DTM NA

10 17 5500 48150 Contour 1982

10 17 5500 48200 Contour' 1982

10 17 5500 48250 Contour 1982

10 17 5550 47900 Contour 1982

10 17 5550 47950 DTM NA

10 17 5550 48000 DTM NA

10 17 5550 48050 DTM NA

10 17 5550 48100 DTM NA

10 17 5600 47950 DTM NA

10 17 5600 47800 DTM NA

10 17 5600 47850 Contour 1982

10 17 5650 47950 Contour 1982

10 17 5650 48000 Contour 1982

10 17 5650 48050 Contour 1982



6.1 .1

	

Lattice Application

A lattice application creates a slope map that illustrates a surface as a set of regularly-spaced
surface points (x,y locations) and z values . The processing of a Lattice application creates a
map layer which illustrates a surface as a continuous grid . The processing of a Lattice
application required a series of production stages which built on each previous step . The
ARC/INFO clean, build and kriging functions were necessary steps which were conducted
before processing the Lattice. Clean and build functions verified and allowed the correction
of file attributes prior to processing in ARC/INFO. The kriging function was used to
interpolate information between points in an irregular point file (irregular spacing between
data points) .

The Lattice slope map consisted of a continuous grid cell pattern in rastor format .

	

Grid cell
resolution (mesh size of a cell) is a variable function, with the dimensions of the mesh square
related to the amount of detail required .

	

Every grid cell on a particular map consists of the
following attributes ; are identical in size (dimension) ; represent a specific area on the
ground; and indicate the average slope within that individual grid cell .

Slopes were categorized and grouped according to the CSSC standards. The percent slope
categories (ranges) were colour coded to aid in distinguishing slope patterns .

	

Each grid cell
was assigned a colour which indicates the slope range (according to CSSC) of that cell .
Interpretations of the slope map were based on the resulting patterns of grid cell colours .

Although attributes required for processing the Lattice were determined during the Wilmot
Township Soils Upgrade - Pilot Project, additional tests of appropriate mesh size were
conducted on each of the data sets .

	

Grid cell resolutions (mesh sizes) of 20, 50 and 100
metres were processed for a test area in Wilmot Township . The test area corresponded to
OBM map number 10 17 5200 48000 (Regional Municipality of Waterloo map number 11).
Figure 7 illustrates the OBM test area and the slope layers representing the various grid cell
mesh sizes.

	

The OBM test results displayed in this figure represent the actual size of an
OBM map in relation to the size and dimensions of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo .
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Figure 7.

	

OBM Test Area and Grid Cell Mesh Size
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6.1.2

	

Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN)

The processing of a TIN application creates a map layer which illustrates a surface as a
series of irregularly-shaped, adjacent triangles .

	

Further editing of the TIN layer was
required to group slopes into the standard CSSC format .

The ARC/INFO program was used to manipulate the triangles into the standard slope
groupings . The dissolve function eliminated the lines between adjoining polygons of similar
attribute .

The processing of a TIN application required a series of production stages which built on
information from each previous step . The ARC/INFO clean and build functions were
necessary steps which were conducted before processing the TIN. Clean and build functions
correlated, verified and allowed the correction of file attributes prior to processing in
ARC/INFO .

Attributes such as surface length, slope and aspect may be associated with the polygons and
line segments defining the triangles in the TIN surface . TIN data can be generated from
point elevation files as well as from contour line data including points representing surface
pits and peaks . A TIN layer was created from the 50,000 point data set .

6.1.3

	

Correlation of Digital Slope Classification Methodologies

An evaluation of the Waterloo Region contour map information, within the TIN format,
indicated that the desired polygon density could be obtained .

	

Initial trials on Wilmot
Township resulted in the creation of 18,000 slope polygons (triangles) . The polygons
represent the average slope determined between three irregularly spaced points . Subsequent
groupings of the slope triangles and a dissolving of common polygon lines resulted in the
reduction of the total number of slope triangles/polygons to approximately 1200 . The
resultant polygons were enclosed by irregular, jagged boundaries formed during the
dissolving process.

A comparison of the TIN, generated from the contour mapping, to the Lattice, created from
the data point sets, revealed a substantially different pattern of slopes .

	

As well, a difference
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was observed when comparing a TIN, generated from the data point sets, to the Lattice

created from the same data point set . The TIN generated a map of slope groupings which

were displayed in CSSC format . The Lattice surface layers illustrated the CSSC slope

groupings as complex patterns of colour coded grid cells .

Further comparisons between the TIN and Lattice applications led to the conclusion that the

lattice application provided a more detailed and complex map than the TIN. The TIN

mapping provided information in a generalized format, with irregular boundaries requiring

additional smoothing techniques . The Lattice test application produced three maps of varying

detail (based on the chosen mesh size), each with numerous small, colour coded grid cells .

An evaluation of the Lattice mapping revealed distinct patterns of slope within the Region.
The colour coded grid cells were grouped manually into slope polygons based on the grid

cell colour patterns .

The processing of the 190,000 point data set, using both the TIN mapping and the Lattice

mapping, resulted in slope maps of varying detail . It was determined that the increase in

total number of data points associated with the 190,000 point data set, was a result of an

increase in survey detail related to linear man-made features such as roads, rail lines and

utility corridors .

Road surfaces, ditches and other linear man-made features were evident at the 20 metre grid

cell mesh size . An increase in the grid cell mesh size to 50 metres resulted in a

corresponding decrease in detail . A similar reduction in detail was noted with the increase of

the grid cell mesh size to 100 metres .

Further editing was required to group the resulting polygons into the standard CSSC slope

classes . The result of grouping slope classes reduced the total number of slope polygons,

however, man-made linear features were still evident . For the purpose of this study, it is

sufficient to identify roads as a transportation feature . It is not necessary to include the

slopes associated with the road ditches or linear transmission/ corridor systems at the final

mapping scale.

Based on the reduction in the mapping detail with a corresponding increase in the grid cell

mesh size, it was determined that the grid cell size should remain small to provide as much
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mapping detail as possible .

	

Similar reasoning would indicate that the 190,000 point data set
should be used to provide detailed slope information.

The time required for processing the data point sets was a limiting factor in choosing this
data set.

	

The 190,000 point data set provided very detailed information. The detail of this
information was unnecessary at the final scale of mapping . It was determined that the
50,000 point data set was appropriate due to the generalization of detail required for the final
mapping scale.

Due to inherent problems associated with the respective digital topographic data sets (as
mentioned previously in Section 4 .2.2.1 Ontario Basic Mapping - Digital Terrain Model), the
Digital slope maps generated from these data sets were used for only determining slopes
greater than 10 percent.

	

Figure 8 illustrates the inherent limitations of the slope data
resulting from the use of contour and point elevation files.

6.2

	

Slope Mapping Methodologies - Soils of Waterloo County
Approach

To convert the slope classification of the Waterloo County soil survey to the standard slope
classification (illustrated in table 4), it was first necessary to correlate the two slope
classification systems . The correlation developed for the two systems is as follows:

for standard CSSC 'A' slopes (ie. swales, lands along water courses and poorly drained
low areas) - match to depressional 'A' slopes identified in the Soils of Waterloo County
for standard CSSC 'C' slopes - match to 'B' slopes in Soils of Waterloo County
for standard CSSC 'B' slopes - match to all slopes falling between the above mentioned
CSSC 'A' and CSSC 'C' definition (ie. level or plain areas which are rated as 'A' slopes
in the Soils of Waterloo County report)
for standard CSSC 'D' slopes - match to 'C' slopes in Soils of Waterloo County

Note : It is understood that CSSC 'D' slopes range from 5.0 percent to 9.0 percent while
the 'C' slopes in the Soils of Waterloo County report range from 6 percent to 12 percent.
Although the ranges are not an exact match of slope gradients, this method of correlating
slopes provides a framework for the interpretation to CSSC standards. The Soils of
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Figure 8.

	

Regional Municipality of Waterloo Slope Mapping
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Waterloo County slope information was further analyzed and correlated through use of a
Digital Terrain Map generated for slopes greater than 10 percent .

°

	

for slopes > 12%

	

- use Digital Terrain Mapping to map CSSC slope Classes 'E', 'F'
and 'G' .

Note : The Digital Terrain Mapping derived slope map was used to assist in classifying
slopes greater than 10 percent .

It is understood that this classification system is not an exact match for the correlation of
slope identified in the Soils of Waterloo County and the standard CSSC format . This
correlation system is, however, a tracable methodology within which slope code can be
attached to the soil mapping symbol within the polygon .

By applying this correlation, it was possible to add to the new grouped polygons slope
classes that conform to the CSSC standards . The classes were used to characterize the
dominant slope classes in the grouped polygons .
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7.0

	

NAMING OF SOIL/SLOPE POLYGONS

For the purposes of creating and naming the grouped polygon coverage for the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo, additional layers of digital information from the OBM base were
used . These layers are included within the hydrographic file .

The hydrographic layer defines river and stream courses . The OBM files indicate that
streams are considered to be all drainage features which have length but no width or
dimension. The average width of a stream must be less than 20 metres at a 1 :10,000 scale .
Drainage features which have widths greater than 20 metres at a 1 :10,000 scale are
considered to be bodies of water and are assembled into polygons (from the OBM data base
information) . Areas of land inside any of the water bodies mentioned above will be
considered to be an island .

For the purpose of this report, small polygons comprised of recent alluvial materials
appearing as islands in the larger rivers, are not shown in the digital coverage . As well,
other water bodies such as lakes, ponds, swamps and reservoirs must meet the minimum
mapping size requirements (12 .5 ha) or be named bodies of water of importance in order to
be illustrated on the final soil/slope map .

	

On completion of the soil polygon delineation in
digital format, naming of the polygons was initiated .

Although the majority of grouped polygons could be named as a dominant/subdominant soil
grouping, in many instances it was necessary to identify a second subdominant (tertiary) soil
series . The naming process allowed for up to three soils and slopes to be identified within
the map unit : the dominant soil/slope and up to two subdominant soils/slopes, or soils of
similar occurrence could co-dominant soils . All were recorded in the "soil name" data base
file . The relative occurrence of the soil series in complex polygons was represented in the
"soil name" data base by a series of symbols as follows :

i)

	

if two soils are shown and are separated by '=', the '=" indicates 50 % for
each soil type . These soils are referred to as co-dominant soils .

ii)

	

if two soils are shown and are separated by ' > ', the ' > ' indicates a 60 %, 40
split between the dominant soil and the subdominant soil .

iii) if three soils have been identified as occurring with the greatest frequency
within the polygon, each will be identified . The digital data base will indicate
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each of the three soil names and the relative percent occurrence of each soil
component.

iv)

	

if three soils have been identified as occurring with the greatest frequency in a
polygon, each of the soils will be identified and the relative percent occurrence
will be illustrated as combinations of ' > ' and '= ' .

a)

	

if the three soils are representative of a 60 %, 20 % and 20 % split of
dominant to subdominant soils, the symbols will be displayed as
between the first and second soil code, and '=' between the second and
third soil code .

	

(ie: Hu> Pe=Br)

b)

	

if the three soils are representative of a 33 % , 33 % and 33 % split of
the soils, the symbols will be displayed as

	

between the first and
second, and second and third soil code (ie : Hu=Pe=Br) and are referred
to as co-dominant soils .

Components consisting of up to 20 percent of a two soil code grouped soil polygon are
considered to be inclusions and are not identified on the map nor in the "soil names" data
base file . Components consisting of approximately 20 percent of a three code grouped
polygon, may, at the discretion of the pedologist, be included as a subdominant or tertiary
soil code .

The average slope class associated with the dominant soil was also included in the naming of
the grouped polygon . Percentage occurrences of the slopes always matched the percentage
occurrences of the dominant soils ; the percentage occurrence was calculated using the same
map symbols outlined for the soils mentioned previously .

For the purpose of this report only, double line rivers (or polygons representing) streams and
ponds/lakes were illustrated . The boundaries of water polygons were taken from the OBM
data sets provided by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo . This information represents
the most recent published data for the locations of water polygon boundaries . These water
polygons were added to the grouped soil/slope coverage using a procedure of erasure which
allows differing layers of digital information to be combined and removes/deletes line arcs
within the new polygons .

Further details of the naming procedure are contained in Appendix C .
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8.0

	

EDGE MATCHING WITH ADJACENT COUNTY SOIL
SURVEYS

The upgraded Waterloo soil survey information was reviewed and correlated with the
adjacent counties soil survey maps . This task was accomplished through a comparison of the
soil polygon attributes between Waterloo Region and the surrounding counties .

Many soil series in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo have similar names and
characteristics as the soil series in neighbouring counties .

	

Some of the series defined in
Waterloo Region have narrower limits than similarly named but more vaguely defined series
mapped in other counties . Due to the ambiguous definitions assigned to particular soil
series, correlations between soils of the Guelph, Dumfries, Waterloo and Burford series
within Waterloo Region and the surrounding counties required additional attention.

Soil polygon boundaries in the adjacent counties were not altered as a result of the
comparison . Only soil polygon boundaries within the Regional Municipality of Waterloo
were slightly modified in the comparison and alignment procedure .

Wellington County

The Soil Survey of Wellington County, Report Number 35 of the Ontario Soil Survey
(Hoffman, Matthews and Wicklund, 1963) was compiled and produced according to the
standards and conventions in use in 1963 . This soil survey report and soil map include
information related to the soil type (series), great group, soil materials, drainage, topography
and stoniness .

Each of these data fields uses descriptive wording rather than numeric symbols or ranges .
As an example, topographic classes indicate slopes as follows : basin, level, very gently
rolling, gently sloping, moderately sloping, steeply sloping and very steeply sloping . Due to
the general nature of these slope designations, the soil polygons illustrated in Wellington
County are larger and more general as well .

By comparison, the soil polygons in Waterloo Region include detailed slope information
related to the Waterloo County soils report and the digital terrain model. As a result, soil
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polygons are smaller and more detailed . Therefore a direct comparison between the slopes
in Wellington County can not be made to the slopes in the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo . As a result, it was possible only to compare soil types across the municipal
boundaries .

	

For the most part, there are similarities of soil types along these boundaries
although the soil polygons illustrated in Wellington County are more general .

Oxford County

The Soils of Oxford County, Report Number 28 of the Ontario Soil Survey (Wicklund and
Richards, 1961) was reviewed .

	

In addition to the published soil report and mapping for
Oxford County, digital soil information was available through the Agriculture Canada Green
Plan Initiative . The Soils of Oxford County (Wicklund and Richards, 1961) was one of the
soil survey reports which was upgraded during the Green Plan Program . The Oxford County
soils upgrade required the addition of slope information to each soil polygon.

At the time of the Waterloo Region Soils Upgrade Project, the Oxford County soil and slope
information was available in draft digital form as a thin strip of polygon and text information
along the common boundary between Waterloo Region and Oxford County. Although this
information was provided in a registered format through PC ARC/INFO, the registered base
could not be matched or aligned with the digital 1 :10,000 OBM base provided by the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo .

Further investigation revealed that the soil polygon data and the base information employed
for Oxford County had been provided to the contractor by the Ontario Centre for Soil
Resource Evaluation (OCSRE) . The OCSRE base information had been produced through a
direct digitizing of the 1 :50,000 scale topographic mapping . The OCSRE soil information
had been digitized and overlayed on this topographic base .

Due to the differences in base mapping, a direct digital correlation was not possible .

	

As a
result, the soil maps were correlated manually by aligning paper copies of the respective
maps . The result of this procedure indicated that the soils along the common boundary
between Oxford County and Waterloo Region, although consisting of similar soil/slope
information, have comparable polygon arcs/lines only at the river boundaries .

	

Other soil
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polygon boundaries do not conform across the boundary between Oxford County and
Waterloo Region.

Perth County

In reviewing The Soils of Perth County, Report Number 15 of the Ontario Soil Survey
(Hoffman and Richards, 1952 (reprinted 1989)) it was determined that edge matching could
be accomplished in general terms . The soil information presented on the Perth County map
included detail related only to soil series . The information related to slope was presented as
comments in the written descriptions of the individual soil series .

	

As a result, direct
correlation of percent slopes could not be accomplished .

As well, the Perth County soil report identified recent alluvial materials and described them
as Bottom Lands .

	

The Perth Soil report did not make the distinctions between the various
alluvial deposits as were identified and described in the Waterloo County soils report and
maps .

	

As a result, a direct correlation of alluvial deposits could not be accomplished .

As a consequence, the soils information correlation between Perth County and Waterloo
Region could be presented in general terms . The correlation indicated that the soils along
the common boundary are similar in nature and series .

Brant County

The Soils of Brant County, Report Number 55 of the Ontario Institute of Pedology (Acton,
1989) was obtained in published format . The soil maps associated with the Brant County
Soil report were published at a scale of 1 :25,000 . A comparison of the generalized Waterloo
Region Soils Mapping to the Brant County Mapping indicated that the soils along the
common boundary are similar in nature and series, although a direct correlation is not
possible due to the differences in scale .
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The Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth

The Soils of Wentworth County, Report Number 32 of the Ontario Soil Survey (Presant,
Wicklund and Matthews, 1965) was reviewed . It should be noted that in 1972 the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo annexed a portion of Beverly Township from the Regional
Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth . The annexed portion was 17 square miles (4352
hectares) in area . The soils in this area were previously mapped at a scale of 1 :63360 in the
Soils of Wentworth County report . In 1979 the Ontario Institute of Pedology had completed
the remapping of the annexed area and produced an unregistered photo mosaic soil map at a
scale of 1 :20,000 .

Soils within this annexed area were identified through a combination of soil names taken
from both The Soils of Wentworth County report and The Soils of Waterloo County report .
The soils information presented in the Wentworth soils report provided information on basic
soils series, topography in percent slope (according to CSSC standards) and comments on the
relative stoniness of the soil polygon .

A comparison of soil polygons along the municipal boundaries indicated that there is a strong
correlation of soil types and slope .

	

Unfortunately, due to scale limitations and differences in
mapping detail, a precise match is impossible . As a consequence, the soils information
correlation between Wentworth County (Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth) and
Waterloo Region could be presented in general terms . The correlation indicated that the soils
along the common boundary have strong similarities in nature and series .

8.1

	

Correlation of Ontario Soil Survey Information

During the edge matching and correlation of the soil surveys adjacent to Waterloo Region,
inconsistencies were noted in the digital soil files, in particular, the base maps.

	

Further
investigation and discussions with the agencies revealed the use of different base map types
and sources by the various government agencies .

A comparison of federal and provincial soil information verified the use of different soil
mapping base information within the soil survey units . The Information Services Unit for
the Resources and Regulations Branch of OMAFRA (part of OSCRE) made use of the
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1 :50,000 National Topographic Series (NTS) maps as the base for their soil maps. The
1 :50,000 scale topographic maps were digitized by OMAFRA for use in soils mapping .
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada acquired the digital version of the 1 :10,000 scale Ontario
Base Maps (OBM) as their base mapping . The 1 :10,000 scale digital maps were provided by
the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources .

As of late, the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), and
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada have been attempting to resolve the issue of the
inconsistencies within the Ontario soil survey and to provide a seamless soil map coverage
across the province . OMAFRA has initiated the creation of the seamless coverage with the
more recent soil surveys such as Elgin and Middlesex Counties .

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada has requested that the correlation and edge matching to
adjacent soil surveys be conducted for any soil survey upgrade administered by them.
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9.0

	

THE FINAL SOIL ASSOCIATION MAP

The completed soil association map appears as Figure 9. The map was produced at a scale

of 1 :50,000 and illustrates the grouped soil polygons line work as well as a unique number
code for each polygon . The map was presented in this fashion to reduce the confusion
related to the location of each polygon label on the smaller and more linear polygons .

The pertinent information related to the polygon map is described as follows . The majority
of polygons range in size from 12.5 ha to more than several hundred hectares . Some water
polygons and a few edge polygons remain as units smaller than the minimum mapping size .
This is a result of the addition of named water body polygons and the potential for edge
polygons to continue in the adjacent counties .

The final soil map contains 1717 polygons compared with approximately 20,000 polygons on
the simplified 1 :20,000 scale maps or with approximately 55,000 polygons on the original
1 :20,000 scale maps. Table 6 identifies the polygon number and soil names. The attribute
data base is designed to include the following polygon attributes :

map unit symbol
dominant/subdominant/tertiary* or co-dominant soil series
dominant/subdominant/tertiary* or co-dominant slope series
relative proportions of series and slope classes
Canada Land Inventory Rating

* if necessary

The Canada Land Inventory rating database was implemented in similar fashion to the
Middlesex, Elgin, Niagara and Haldimand-Norfolk soils reports . The complex nature of the
data base is best illustrated through use of tabular data fields .
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Table 6e

ecologistics limited

Summary of Soil Polygon Number and Soil Polygon Name File

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

0 46 Bg>GP/c>_ 92 Wa>Gs/B>c
1 Ba=Tu/C=C 47 Wa>Bg=Gy/C>C=A 93 Wa=Lo=Gu/B=B=B
2 Gu >Mt/D >A 48 Bg=Bu/B=E 94 Wo=Gu>Sc/B=c>C
3 Ta >Mp=Bn/C>A=C 49 Wo >Co/C >B 95 Hu >Pe/C >B
4 Bg>Bu/C>e 50 Wa>He/C >C 96 Sc/C >B
5 Br > Fl/A>A 51 Bg/B >E=D 97 Gu>Co/C>B
6 Hk>El/A >A 52 Mc/A 98 Bn>Cd/B >A
7 Sj>Cd/C>A 53 Ca=Mc>Cm/C =A >B 99 El >Gu/A>D
8 Wo>Gu/C>E 54 Fr/C 100 Hu>Pe/C>B
9 Gu=Cm/D=B 55 Fo>Mc/C>A 101 Bu=Bg/C=C
10 Bg >Bu=F1/C >D=A 56 Wa >He/C >C 102 He >Gu/E >C
11 Sc/C >D 57 Fo> By =Gy/C>B=A 103 Ay >Bg/A>C
12 Hk>We/A >C 58 Fo =Li>Lo/C =c>C 104 Bg>Bu/C>E
13 Ws >Ss/C >C 59 Hu >Pe/C>B 105 Gu >Gs=Be/C>C=B
14 Sc=We/C=C 60 Hk=Dn/A=A 106 Mc=Md/A=A
15 Wa>He/C >B 61 Co >Wo/B >C 107 Mn> Dn/A> B
16 Mp=Bn/A=B 62 By > Fo=Ca/C>E=C 108 Fr >Gs=Gu/B>C=D
17 Co >Mp/C>A 63 Fo>Bi/C>B 109 Ta >Bn/B >C
18 Mc >Mf=GP/A>A=_ 64 He>Wa=Tu/C>C=B 110 Hu=Bn> Ta/C =c>c
19 Sj >Cm=Bg/B>B=B 65 Cd >Tu/A >B 111 Bg>Fo/D >C
20 Sc>We/C>B 66 By>Gy/B>A 112 Mt=Co/A=B
21 Ta >Bn/C >B 67 Mp >Ta/A >B 113 Wu>Mr/A >A
22 Co=We/B=C 68 Md >Ca/A>C 114 Sc >Wo/D >B
23 Be=Fo=We/C=e=B 69 Sc=Ta/E=B 115 Bg=Bu>GP/D =D>_
24 Wa=Fo>He/C =C >C 70 Co=Sj>Fo/B=C >C 116 Mc>Gy=By/A> A=A
25 Ta >Bn/C >C 71 Bn=Ta> Bo/C=C >C 117 By>Gy=Mc/B >A=A
26 Bg>Ca=Sj/B>C=B 72 By>Fo/B>C 118 Md=Mc/A=A
27 Mn=Gu>SC/A=D >_ 73 He=Sj/B=B 119 Wa>Tu/C>C
28 Wa>He/C >B 74 Fr >Ko/C>C 120 Sj>Co/C>B
29 Mc/A 75 Ta >Gu=Bo/B>C=B 121 Cd>Wa=Tu/A>C=B
30 Ta=Bn/C=C 76 Bu>Wa/C >B 122 Hu>Pe/c>B
31 Ta=Mp/B=A 77 Hu>Pe/C>B 123 El>Ta/A>B
32 FO >By/E>C 78 Co=Wo> Sc/B=B >C 124 Ta >Hu/B >C
33 Sc/B 79 Wa=He> Cd/C=B >A 125 Mn>Dn/A>B
34 Mc> Fo/A >c 80 Sc >Bn/C >B 126 Pe >Br/B >A
35 Sc>Ta/C >B 81 Mf>Md/A >A 127 Ay >Wa=Fr/A>C=C
36 Co>Wo/C>B 82 Hu>Do/C>A 128 Bu>Bg/C>C
37 Bg >Fo=Cm/C >B=B 83 Wo=Ko> Fr/C=B >C 129 Sc >Bn=Gu/D>C=D
38 Fo>By/E>B 84 Gu>Wu=Mp/C>A=A 130 Do >Hu=Pe/A> C=C
39 Gs=Gu=Lo/C=D=C 85 Wo>Fr/B >C 131 Co >Wo/B >C
40 Mc >Ca=Fo/A> C=C 86 Ta >Gu/C>C 132 El>Mn/A >A
41 Tu=Cd/C=A 87 Hu>Pe/C >B 133 Mf=Mc=Bu/A=A=c
42 Ca=Cm=Bg/D=B=B 88 Wa >He/C >B 134 Mn>Dn/A>B
43 Bg/C =D 89 Sj >F1=Ay/C>B=A 135 Mc=Bg>Dn/A=C >A
44 Sj>Ca/C>C 90 Sc>Wo=We/D>B=B 136 Be=Ta> Sc/C=C >C
45 Bu >Bg/D >C 91 Fr >We=Sc/B>C=B 137 Be=Mp/C=A



Table 6.
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Summary of Soil Polygon Number and Soil Polygon Name )hale (cont'd)

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

138 Br=Ta>Pe/A=B >B 184 Mf=Md=Ss/A=A=D 230 Sc/C
139 Gu>Bg/C>C 185 Wo >Co=Hc/B>B=D 231 Gu/C>E
140 Wa>He=Cd/C>C=A 186 Mn>ZZ/A>A 232 El>Co =Hk/A>B=A
141 Gu> Gs/D >C 187 Mp >Ta/A >B 233 We >Ss=Sc/C>C=C
142 Sj>FI/B>B 188 Bg >Bu/B >B 234 Wa >He/B >B
143 Sj > Fl/B >B 189 Bg>Gu=Sj/C>E=C 235 Linwood
144 Gu/C >D=E 190 Mc>Mf/A>A 236 Lo=Gu/C=D
145 Mn>ZZ/A>A 191 Br=Sc=We/A=C=C 237 Co >Wo=Mr/C>C=A
146 Ws=Bo>Bs/C =C >A 192 Mn=Mt=Bg/A=A=C 238 Sj>FI/B>B
147 Gu >Gs/C >D 193 Bg=Gu/B=C 239 Wo=Cd=We/B=A=B
148 Sc>Bo/E>C 194 Bo>Hs/C>B 240 Br >Pe/A >B
149 El/A 195 Mr=Bg=Bu/A=B=E 241 Co >Mr/B >A
150 We=Sc=Mp/B=C=A 196 Ca>Cm/B>B 242 Bs=Br/A=A
151 Gu>Mp/C>A 197 Gu/B =D 243 Mn>Ha=Mt/A>A=A
152 Cd>Tu/A>B 198 Hk=Dn/A=A 244 Mc> Md/A >A
153 Bu >Bg/C >B 199 Mc >Dn/A>A 245 Gu>Wo/C>B
154 Br>Ta=Pe/A> B=B 200 Co=Mr/A=A 246 Hu=Pe=Gu/B=C=E
155 Elmira 201 We/B=C 247 Co=Wo/B=A
156 Sc >We/C >C 202 Fl >By/B >B 248 Wa>Ay/C>A
157 Sj >F1=Bu/B>B=C 203 Bg>Bu/B>C 249 Md=Mf/A=A
158 Mp >Ta/A>B 204 We>Sc/c >C 250 Co=Wo/B=C
159 Pe>Br/B>A 205 Bg=E1=Wo/D =A=C 251 Gr=Mn=Mt/A=A=A
160 MADELAND 206 We/B 252 Sj >Bu=Wo/C>E=C
161 Mp > Gu=Ta/A> B=C 207 Sc> SC =Mt/C>_=A 253 Pe > Hu/B >C
162 Bg > Bu/C >E 208 Mc=Mf/A=A 254 Co=Cd=Mf/A=A=A
163 Bu>Gu/d>D 209 Bu >Bg=Sj/E>D=B 255 Co >Mr=Wo/B>A=B
164 Gu >SC/E 210 Gu>Dn/E>A 256 Mc>Bg/A >E
165 Gu/C >d 211 Lo=Gu/C=C 257 Bg=Bu/C=c
166 Sc >Cd/C >A 212 Mp=Ta>Sc/A=B >C 258 Mn>ZZ/A>A
167 Sc >We/C >C 213 EI=Co/A=B 259 Pe>Pc/C>C
168 Hk>Dn/A >A 214 Bu>Bg/e>C 260 Sc>We/C >c
169 Cd>We/A>B 215 Tu>Cd/B>A 261 Wo=Co/B=B
170 Mr=Co/A=A 216 Gu>Lo/E >C 262 Fo >Bo=He/C>C=B
171 Mp>Ta/A>B 217 Wu>Mp/A>A 263 Co>Wo/B>C
172 Gu>Co/C>B 218 Ca>Cm/B>B 264 Mr>Co=Wo/A>B=B
173 Hu>Pe/C>c 219 Sj/B 265 Sj>FI/B>B
174 Pe >Br=Hu/B>A=C 220 Bu>Gr=Mn/D>A=A 266 Mn>ZZ/A >A
175 Sc>Co/C>B 221 Co >Fr/C >C 267 Br=Mp=Bn/A=A=C
176 Mc >Ko =Bg/A>B=c 222 Wa/C 268 Mt >Dn=Hk/A>A=A
177 Br>Hu=Hc/A> c=d 223 Mf=Mr/A=A 269 Br >We/A>C
178 Ta >Mp/B >A 224 Co=Mr/B=A 270 Co >Wo/B>B
179 Hu=Br>Pe/C =A >B 225 Wo >Co/B >B 271 Wo>Co/B>B
180 Mp>Ta/A>B 226 By >Sj=Fo/B>c=B 272 Co=Wo/B=B
181 Gu>Sj=FIB>B=B 227 Mp >Br=Bn/A>A=C 273 Wa >Sc=Ss/D>D=D
182 Hu>Pe/C >c 228 Hu >Pe/C >c 274 Bu>Md=Mc/D>A=A
183 Ta >Pe/B >B 229 Bg>Sj/C>B 275 Pe>Ta/B >B
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276 Sc >We=Br/C>C=A 322 Wu >Mr=Cd/A> A=A 368 Bo=Md> Be/C=A>C
277 Bg>F1=GuB>B=D 323 Co=Wo/B=B 369 Mn> ZZ/A>A
278 Bo >Gy=Bn/C>A=C 324 Mf/A 370 Bg/E >D
279 Sc/C >c=D 325 Sc >Ss/D >C 371 Bg>Ca/C >B
280 Bg>SjB>B 326 Br=Hu> Sc/A=C >B 372 Ta >Mp=Be/B>A=B
281 Ta >Mp=We/A>A=C 327 Wo>Co=Gu/C>B=C 373 Co >Bg=GuB >C=D
282 Sc >We/C >C 328 Bn=Ba>Ta/C =C >C 374 Br >Bn=Ta/A>C=C
283 Bn=Ta=Mp/C=B =A 329 Ta=Mp>Bn/B =A>B 375 Ca>Cm=Sj/C>B=C
284 Bg >Bu/B >C 330 Mn>ZZ/A>A 376 Wa >Bo =Sc/C>C=C
285 Pe=Br>Hu/B =A >C 331 Md>E1=Dn/A>A=A 377 Gu>Wo=Gs/C>C=C
286 Gu>Bu/C>e 332 Gu/C >D 378 Gy=Fo>By/A=C>B
287 Hu>Ta/B >B 333 Sj >Sc=Ca/B>C=B 379 Ss=Bn> Mp/D=C >A
288 Gu>Lo/B>B 334 Br=Bn/A=C 380 Mn>ZZ/A >A
289 Sc/d >B=C 335 Cd=Co=Mc/A=B=A 381 Mt=E1/A=A
290 Co >Gu=Wo/B>C=B 336 Gu>Bu=Co/C>C=B 382 Wa/E >d
291 Mf>Mc=Bg/A>A=C 337 Ay=Gu=By/A=D=B 383 Wa>He/C > B
292 Ta >Br/B >A 338 Pe >Ta=Hu/B>B=C 384 Bg >Bu=F1/D>E=C
293 Cd >Tu=Ta/A>B=B 339 Sc/C >D 385 By=Gy/B=A
294 Co >Wo/B>B 340 Lo=Gu/C=C 386 Sc=Ss> Mp/B =C >A
295 SC>Gu/_>B 341 Wa>Ba/C>C 387 Sc >Ta=Bn/E>C=C
296 Bg>Sj/B>B 342 Cd=Co/A=B . 388 Mf/A
297 Sc >We=SC/C>C=_ 343 Lo > Gu=We/C>C=B 389 Mn=Sj/A=B
298 Cd >Br=Do/A>A=A 344 Gu/D >C 390 Wo>Gu/B>D
299 Mn>ZZ/A >A 345 Mp >Fo=Gu/A>C=C 391 Fo>By/C>B
300 Sj>Fl/B>B 346 Sc>Ta=We/C> B=B 392 Ca > Sj =Cm/B>B=B
301 Sc >We/C >C 347 Tu >Ta=Bn/B>B=C 393 Ba=Mp>Tu/C=A>B
302 Sc >We/C >C 348 Gu >Lo=Ta/C>B=B 394 Cd >F1=Hc/A>A=B
303 Bn=Mp=Ta/C=A=C 349 Bg >Ba=Sj/D>C=B 395 Mt=Ha>Gr/A=B >B
304 He >Dn/E >A 350 Pe >Hu=Br/B>C=A 396 Wa/B=C=E
305 Gu >Bu=Co/C >d=C 351 Bg>Sj/E>C 397 Bg>Sj/C>B
306 Ta >Pe/B >B 352 Mr=Co>Wo/A=B >B 398 Md/A
307 Mn>Bg=By/A> D=C 353 ZZ >Mn/A>A 399 Mn>Gr/A >A
308 Gu >Lo=Hu/C>C=D 354 Gu>Lo/C>C 400 Bg >Bu=Ca/C>E=C
309 Wo>CoB>C 355 Mp>Pe/A> c 401 Wa>Mp=Md/B>A=A
310 We>Sc=SC/c>C=_ 356 Pe >Hu/B >C 402 Sj=F1>Bg/B=B>B
311 Pe=Hu> Br/B =C>A 357 Sc >Ss=Mn/C >D=A 403 Bo=Md> Fo/C=A>C
312 Co>Wo/B>C 358 Gu>Wo/D >B 404 Cd/A
313 Sc>SC/D >_ 359 Bg>Sj =Bu/C>B=E 405 Bg/C >B
314 Co >Wo/B >B 360 Ba >Tu=Bn/C>B=C 406 Sj>Ca/C>B
315 Pe >Ta=Hu/B>B=C 361 Bo=Ca=Wa/C=C=C 407 Wa>Bg/C>C
316 Co >Wo/B >B 362 Cd >Ba/A >C 408 Ca>Gs=SC/B>C=
317 Br>Sc=Hu/A> C=C 363 Tu> Ba=Cd/B>C=A 409 Fo >Gy/C >A
318 Lo/C >B 364 Mc=Fo>Wo/A=B >B 410 Fo/e=C >d
319 Gu>Co/C>B 365 Wo>Co/B >B 411 Sj =F1/B=B
320 Bu/E>e=D 366 Mc/A 412 Fo=Gy/C>A
321 Bo>Br/B>A 367 Sj >Fl/B>B 413 Bg>Mf/D>A
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414 Wo=Co>Mr/B =B >A 460 Mc >Md/A >A 506 Ca >Bu=Bg/C> E=C
415 Cd> Gy/A >A 461 Gu >He/D >D 507 Tu=Ba>Cd/C =C >A
416 Sc >Bn=Bu/C >C=E 462 Wa>Ba/C>D 508 Cm=Ca>Sj/B=B >B
417 Bg=Bu/C=E 463 Bs=Hs=Pe/A=C=C 509 Sc>Wo/D >C
418 Bg >Fo=By/C>c=B 464 Mf>Md/A> A 510 Md>Hu=Bn/A>D=C
419 Mt=Hk/A=A 465 Bg=Bu> SC/C=E > 511 Bo >Be=Ss/C>C=D
420 Gy >He/A>E 466 Wo >Co=Gu/C>B=D 512 Mp>Co/A>C
421 We>Bn/B>C 467 Gu/C >B 513 Sc=Bo>Be/D =C >C
422 Ca>Br=Mt/C>A=A 468 Pe >He=Hu/B>D=C 514 Gu>Lo/C>C
423 Md >Sc/A >C 469 Bo>Bs/C>A 515 Gu/C =B > D
424 Ca>Ay/C >A 470 Cd=Tu=SC/A=B=- 516 Ca >Cm/C >B
425 Mn>ZZ/A> A 471 F1> Sj/B >B 517 Hu> He/C >E
426 Ss>Sc/C>D 472 Ta >Bn/C >C . 518 Bg >Li=Ca/B>C=B
427 Mt=Bg=Sj/A=C=B 473 Bg >Sj/C >B 519 Sc >Ta/D >C
428 Mn>Mt=SC/A> A=_ 474 Wa >He/C >C 520 Wo=Co/C=B
429 Bg/C >D=E 475 Gu >He=SC/C>D=- 521 Bg >Tu=Cd/C >B=A
430 St.Jacobs 476 Br>Hu/A >c 522 Ca >Bg=Cm/B>B=B
431 Mt>Ca/A >C 477 Bm>Hk=Dn/B>A=A 523 Wa>He/C>B
432 Wo >Co/B >B 478 Wa >Md=He/E>A=C 524 Gu>Lo=Gs/D>C=C
433 Sj >SC/B >_ 479 SUE>C 525 Cd>Wa/A>C
434 F1=Bg=Sj/B=C=B 480 Mp>Ta/A>B 526 Heidelberg
435 Wa >Bn=He/D>C=C 481 Mr >Sj/A>B 527 Wo >Co=Mr/B>B=A
436 Sc >Ss/E >D 482 ZZ >Mn/A>A 528 He=Wa/B=B
437 Bs >Hs=Hc/A> D=E 483 Sc >Ss/C >C 529 Bg/C =D
438 Tu=Ba> Bn/C=C >C 484 Md>Mp/A >A 530 Br=Bn/A=C
439 Wa >Ca=Gy/C>C=A 485 Bg >Sc/B>B 531 Bu>Bg/B>C
440 Cd> Sj=Wo/A>B=C 486 Gu>Lo/E>C 532 Ta>Bn/C>C
441 Mn>ZZ/A >A 487 Fo>By/C>B 533 Gu>Lo=Wo/D>B=B
442 Mr >Co=Bg/A>B=C 488 Hu=Hc>Pe/C =D >C 534 Bo >Be=Fr/C>B=B
443 Sj>Bg/B>C 489 E1=Mt>Bm/A=A>B 535 Ta=Bn/C=C
444 Bo>Hu=Wu/C>E=A 490 Ba >Tu=Cd/C>C=A 536 Hu=Pe=Br/C=B=A
445 Mf>Bo=Wu/A>D=A 491 Ko >Wo=Fr/B>B=B 537 Ba >Tu=Cd/D>C=A
446 Ta >Bn=Mp/C>C=A 492 Sj/B >C 538 Ta>Bn/C>C
447 Gu>Lo/C>B 493 Bn> Ta=Sc/C>C=D 539 Pe=Br>Hu/B =A>C
448 Bm >Dn/A>A 494 Wa >Bn/C >C 540 Ki > Hk=E1/A>A=A
449 Wa >He=Ss/C>B=C 495 Ta>Wu/B >C 541 Ca>Cm=Sj/B>C=B
450 Cd>Gy=Mf/A>A=A 496 Ta>Bn/C>C 542 Wa >He/C >C
451 Hu=Hc>Pe/D =E >B 497 Mp >Ta=Bn/A>C=C 543 Sj > F1=Cm/B>B=B
452 Md > Fo/A >e 498 St.Clements 544 Mc>Ay=Hu/A>A=E
453 Ta=Mp/B=A 499 Gu/D >C=c 545 Fo>Bs/C>A
454 Bg>Sj/C>B 500 Gu >Lo/C >C 546 Bn>Hu/C >E
455 Ss>Sc/C>E 501 Hu>Hs/C>C 547 Wo/C >B
456 Bg/E=A 502 Fo >By=Gy/C>B=A 548 Ta >Bn/C >C
457 He > Hs=Hu/E>d=D 503 Bn >Ta=Mp/C>C=A 549 Gu>Lo/D>B
458 Ca >Wa/C >C 504 Ta=Mp>Bn/B=A >C 550 Wa >Tu/C >C
459 Bn=Sc/C=E 505 Gu>Lo=Fr/E>C=B 551 Ba=Tu>Wa/B =B >C
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552 Mf>Mr=Bg/A>A=c 598 Bg>Bu/C>E 644 Wo>He/B>B
553 ZZ >Mn/A>A 599 GP 645 Bn>Ss/C >D
554 Ba >Tu=Cd/C>C=A 600 Gu>Lo/C>C 646 Cd=Fr=Mc/A=c=A
555 Wa=Gy=Li/C=A=c 601 Gu >Lo/C >C 647 He>Wa=Fr/B> B=C
556 Cd >Ba/A >C 602 Gr>Dn=HkB>A=A 648 Gu>Fo=Wa/D>D=C
557 Gu >Wo=Mr/C> C=A 603 Cd=Wa>Tu/A=c>B 649 Gu>El/C>A
558 Gu>Lo/C>C 604 Gu>Cd/C>A 650 Gs=Lo>Wo/C =C >C
559 Hu>Pe=Br/C>B=A 605 Wa >He=Ba/C>C=D 651 El>Gu/A>D
560 Bo > Ss=Sc/C>D=D 606 Wa >Cd=Ta/D>A=C 652 Md>Mf/A>A
561 Mf>Bu/A>e 607 Hr>El/A >A 653 Fr>Co/B>B
562 Tu >Cd=Ba/B>A=B 608 Ba >Cd=Tu/C> A=B 654 Mc >Md=Fo/A>A=c
563 Ta=Bn=Mp/C=B=A 609 Md> Mc=Cd/A>A=A 655 Bg>Sj/C>B
564 Bn>Mp=Ta/C >A=c 610 Li> By=Ca/C>B=B 656 Pe> Hu=Ta/B>C=B
565 Ca>Cm/c>B 611 Wo>Co/C>C 657 Hs/C >B
566 Ta>MpB>A 612 Ta=Bn> Be/C=C >C 658 Fr >Gs/B >B
567 Bn>Ta/C >C 613 Fo=Sj=Wo/E=B=A 659 Wa>He/D >B
568 Md>Mf/A>A 614 Bn >Sc=Ta/C>D=C 660 Mc/A
569 Hu>Hs=Pe/C>C=C 615 Ba >Tu/C >C 661 Bo > Gy=Li/C >A=C
570 Sc=Ss> Ba/C=D>C 616 Hs >Ps=Bo/c> C=c 662 Hs=Hu>Pe/D =C>C
571 Mr>Co=Wo/A>B=C 617 Mp>Ta=Be/A>C=C 663 Sc>Ay/C>A
572 Bg > Bu=Sj/D>D =C 618 Wa >Ba=He/C>C=C 664 Wa=Mc>Ps/C =A >C
573 Bo >Hu/C>D 619 Sc >Ta=Ba/C>C=B 665 Mf>Ca/A >C
574 Be >Ba=Gu/B>B=C 620 Wa >He/C >C 666 Gu>Bg/E>C
575 Wo >Co/B >B 621 Mc/A 667 Sc> Ss=Wi/C>C=A
576 Gu/C 622 Wo >Co=Mr/C>C=A 668 Hu >Pe=Hc/C>B=B
577 Md/A 623 Md=Mc/A=A 669 Cm >Li=Bg/B>C=D
578 Gu=Bg=Ca/D=C=C 624 ZZ >Mn/A >A 670 Gu>Lo/D>B
579 Ba=Tu> Hu/D=C>C 625 Wo>Co/B>C 671 Be >Bo/C > C
580 Bu >Wa/E >C 626 Gu>Lo/C>B 672 Sc=Bn> Bo/C=C>C
581 Wa>He/C >C 627 Bn>Bo =Sc/C>C=D 673 Sc >Wa/E >D
582 Gr>Mt=Bg/B>A=B 628 Ta>Wa=Bo/C>D=C 674 ParadiseLake
583 Gu>Lo/D>B 629 Wa=Ba> Gu/C=C>D 675 Gu>Fo/E >e
584 Wo>Co/C>B 630 Hu/C>D=E 676 Fo>By/C>B
585 Kitchener&Waterloo 631 Bn>Ta/C >B 677 Sc>Ta=We/D >C=C
586 Bg >Ca=Cm/C>C=B 632 He >Wa=Bg/B>B=D 678 Fo >Ca/E >D
587 Hu=Pe=Ta/D=B=C 633 Mn=Bm=Dn/A=B=A 679 Fo/D > B
588 Wa>Tu=Cd/C>C=A 634 Pe >Hu=Br/B>C=A 680 Fo >Bg=By/C> B=B
589 Bn>Ta/B >C 635 Hs=Hu>Pe/C=C >c 681 Ss >Bo=Be/B>C=C
590 Ps=Hs>Bo/c=d >B 636 Ba>Sj/c> B 682 Bg>FIB>B
591 Bg/B =C 637 Bg >Bu=Ca/D>B=B 683 Ss >Ws/C >B
592 Ba>Tu=Cd/C>C=A 638 Be >Bo=Fo/C>C=C 684 Wo>KoB>B
593 Gs >Gu=Lo/C>B=B 639 Pe>HcB>D 685 Gu >Lo/C >C
594 Bn>Mp/C >A 640 Ca>Sj=Bg/B>B=C 686 Mc>Md/A >A
595 Gu=He=Wa/D=C=B 641 He=Hu> Pe/D=D>B 687 Bm >Ha=Hr/B>A=A
596 Mf>Md/A>A 642 Ba>Fo/C >d 688 Sc>Bn/D >C
597 Wo>Co=Mp/B>B=A 643 Gu/C =D 689 He=Wa/C=C
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690 Sc >Ss/D >C 736 Wa>He/C>C 782 Wa=Bo>Ss/C=C >C
691 Ss >Sc=Ws/C> D=C 737 Wa>He=Fo/D>C=C 783 Sc>Bn/C>C
692 Wa=He=Bo/C=C=C 738 Wa >He/B >B 784 Co=Mr> Wo/B=A>C
693 Ba >Wa=Tu/C>C=B 739 He >Wa/C >C 785 By >Gy=Li/B>A=B
694 Fo>By/C>B 740 Sc> Ss/C >D 786 Bo>Be/C>C
695 Mf>Wx=Be/A> A=C 741 Ws>Sc=Ss/B >D=B 787 Wx >Bo/A >C
696 Gu>Bg=Co/C>C=B 742 Ba>Tu=Cd/D >C=A 788 Mf>Mc=Gu/A> A=C
697 Fo >Bo =He/D >C=C 743 Fo >Be=Bo/C>C=D 789 Ca >GP/D >_
698 Gu>Lo/C>B 744 Ta >Bn=Mp/C>C=A 790 Gu/C >B
699 Be >Ss=By/C>C=B 745 Wa >Cd=Bo/D>A=C 791 ZZ>Mn/A>A
700 Wi >Wx/A>A 746 Bg=F1>Sj/D=B>B 792 Ha=Ki>Mt/A=B >A
701 Mf/A 747 Sc/c >D=C 793 Co=Bg> Sj/B=d> C
702 Wa >Hs/D >C 748 Gu>Lo/C >C 794 Ca >Cm/B >B
703 Gu>Lo/C>C 749 Mp>Ta=E1/A>C=A 795 Li > Gy=Ss/C>A=C
704 Bn> Hu=Be/C>D=C 750 Hr > Ha/A >A 796 Wa>He/C>C
705 Md > Mf/A> A 751 Bg>Sj/B>B 797 Sc> Ss=We/C>C=C
706 Sc>Ta/C>B 752 Mc/A 798 Hu=Pe>Wi/C=C >A
707 We=Ss=Ws/C=C=B 753 Bg >Gs=Li/D >B=C 799 Fo=By>Ba/C=B>C
708 Sc=We=Ws/C=C=C 754 El >Mn=Hr/A>A=A 800 Gu >Wa/C >C
709 Hu>Cd=Bn/C >A=C 755 Md>Mf=Be/A>A=C 801 Bg>Cm/B>B
710 Mc/A 756 Bo > Be/C >C 802 Fo>Be=Li/C>C=D
711 Fo=By>Li/D=B >D 757 GP=SC 803 Bg>Sj/B>B
712 Gu>Lo/C>B 758 Wi>Hs =Ps/A>C=C 804 Wa>Be=Ss/D>C=C
713 Mn=Bm=Dn/A=B=A 759 Bn>Bg=Ba/C>D=D 805 Sc >We/C >C
714 Sc>Mc/D>A 760 ZZ >Mn/A>A 806 Be=Bo>Fo/C=D >C
715 Ss >Ws=Sc/C>C=C 761 Be=Bo>Ss/C=D >D 807 Wa>He/C >B
716 Bo=Be/C=B 762 Wa >Mc/c >A 808 Wellesley
717 Wa>Sc=Ss/D> E=C 763 Mc>ZZ/A>A 809 El >Dn/A >A
718 Bo>Be=Mp/B>B=A 764 Bm>Mt/B >A 810 Gu>Lo/C>C
719 Gu>Lo/C>C 765 Hr>Mn/A >A 811 Ca >Bg=GP/B>C=-
720 Mc/A 766 Gs=Gu/C=E 812 Wa>He/C >C
721 Gu=Gy=Cd/C=A=A 767 Wa >Sc=He/C>D=B 813 Bg >Mc/D > A
722 Ba >Cd=Tu/C>A=C 768 Sc >Be=Wa/D> C=C 814 Ba=Wa>He/B =D >C
723 Be >Bo/C >C 769 Wa=Ba>He/C =C>B 815 Wo>Co=Fr/C >B=C
724 Sc=Ss>Bn/C=C >c 770 Wa>Bo=Wi/C>C=A 816 Gy >Li/A >c
725 Li>By=Gy/C>B=A 771 Gu>Wo/D>B 817 Wx=Hs>Bo/A=C >C
726 Wa>He/c>B 772 LaurelReservoir 818 ZZ >Mn/A>A
727 Wa > Ss/C >C 773 Bo>Be=Sc/C>C=E 819 Li >Wa=He/E>B=B
728 Sc >Ta=Bn/C>C=C 774 Md>Mf=Ms/A>A=A 820 Gy>By/A>B
729 Wa>He/C>B 775 Li=Cm>Ca/B =B >B 821 Ca>Cm/B>B
730 Hu/C 776 Ba=Wa>He/C=C >B 822 Gu>Lo/C>B
731 Ca >Cm=Bg/B>B=C 777 Gu>Lo/D>C 823 Bo >Wa=Wu/C>c=A
732 Hc=Gs=Gu/E=C=D 778 Bo=Be>Wu/C=C>A 824 Cm>Mc/B >A
733 Gy>By/A>B 779 Md/A 825 Wa>Cd=Ba/E>A=C
734 Sc>Ss=We/C>C=C 780 ZZ >Mn/A>A 826 Gu>Lo=Wo/C>C=C
735 Wa>Fo=Sc/E>d=E 781 Bo >Sc=Mp/C>C=A 827 Wa>He/B>B
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828 Bg>Bi/C>A 874 Gu>Wo/D>B 920 He=Pc>Hu/C =C >C
829 Fo>Li/E >d 875 By >Li=Gy/B>B=A 921 Sc >Ss=We/D>d=C
830 Gu>Cd/C>A 876 Bg>Wa=Ca/D>c=C 922 Cd >Tu=Mc/A>B=A
831 Wi>Hs=Ps/A> C=C 877 Pe>Hu/C >C 923 Sj>Fl/B>B
832 Hu=Hs=PeB=B=B 878 Sc >We/C >C 924 Mt >Bm/A >B
833 Ba>Tu/C >C 879 Wa/E =D 925 Md=Mc/A=A
834 Bg>Cm/E>B 880 Bn>Ta/C>B 926 Fo/C >D
835 SunfishLake 881 Mn>ZZ=E1/A> A=A 927 Mc/A
836 Li >Fo=Cd/D>c=A 882 Gy=Bg>Ca/A=C >B 928 Bn>Be=Bo/C>C=c
837 Bg >Bs=Ss/C>A=C 883 Bg >Ca/B >B 929 Mc >Bg/A >C
838 Ki >Hk/B >A 884 Ca>Cm/C>B 930 Sc >Tu=Ba/E>B=D
839 Mc>Gs=Gu/A>D=D 885 Bg/B =C 931 Sc>Ba/C>C
840 Sc>Ss=Be/C>D=B 886 Wa > He/C >B 932 Gu=Tu>Wo/E=C >A
841 GP>Bg/->B 887 Cm >Ca=Sc/B>C=D 933 Gu>Gy/B>A
842 We=Sc>Ws/C =C >C 888 Wa/E=D=d 934 Wa >Tu/C > B
843 Ws>Ss/C>D 889 airport 935 Wa=He>Md/C =B>A
844 Ss>Sc/C>d 890 Ta>MpB>A 936 Du/E >D=c
845 GP >Bg =Cd/_>E=A 891 Li>Gy =By/B>A=B 937 Bo>Ta=Bn/C>C=C
846 Ca >Cm=Ay/B>B=A 892 Bg>Bu/E>E 938 Ba>Tu/C>B
847 Sc >Be=Fo/E>C=e 893 Pe=Hu>He/B =C >C 939 Tu=Ba> Bg/B=C >E
848 Sc >By=Tu/E>C=C 894 Ki >Li=Mp/B>C=A 940 Bg >Wa=Ca/E>D=C
849 Gu>Ko/C>B 895 Mc >ZZ/A >A 941 Li>Mc/C >A
850 Wa>He/C>C 896 Wa >Mc/C >A 942 Hk>Ko=By/A>B=B
851 Ps >Hs=Wx/C> C=A 897 Madeland=Mc>Fr/A>B 943 Hu=Pe>Bg/C=C>D
852 Be >Hs=Bo/B>C=c 898 Cambridge 944 Ba>Tu/C>C
853 Md>Mf/A>A 899 Bg=Bu>Du/D =E >C 945 Wa> He=Ca/C>B=C
854 Bn=Be=Mp/c=C=A 900 Li>By/D>B 946 Sc=Bn=Ta/D =C=C
855 Wa=He=Cd/C=C=A 901 Ca>Bg/B >C 947 Fo>Li/C>D
856 Mn>ZZ=E1/A> A=A 902 Ta=Bn> MP/B =C>B 948 Ps >Hs/C >B
857 River 903 Wa >He/D >B 949 Wi >Pe/A>B
858 Mn>ZZ=E1/A>A=A 904 Ba >Ta=Bn/D >C=C 950 El>Dn/A>A
859 Bg>Li/D>B 905 Wa>Bg/E >E 951 Bo >He=Be/C>B=C
860 Mn>ZZ=E1/A>A=A 906 Bn>Mp/C>A . 952 Bn>Sc=Ta/C >D=C
861 Wa >He/C >C 907 Bn=Ta>Mp/C =C >A 953 Ba>Tu/C >B
862 Bg=Fo>Mc/E=d>A 908 Ca=Bg>Cm/B =C >B 954 Md> Gy/A >A
863 Bn>Ta/C >B 909 Ba>Wa=He/E>D=C 955 Fo >Li=Wa/D>D=D
864 Sc >Ss/E>c 910 Li >Wa=He/C>E=B 956 SC >Md=Ca/_>A=B
865 Gr >Mt/B >A 911 Bn>Ta/C >C 957 Wa=Ca=Cm/B=B=B
866 He=Hu>Pe/C =C >C 912 Wa>He/C >B 958 Wa>Ba=Sc/D>D=c
867 Bo>Mp/C >A 913 Dn=Bg>Bm/B =D>B 959 Wa>He/E>C
868 Bg>Ca/D>B 914 Ba>Madeland/C 960 Hs=Be>Wu/C=C >A
869 Li>By=Gy/D>C=A 915 Li=Fa>Co/D =B>B 961 Wi=Wu>Dn/A=A >B
870 Bg/C >B 916 Li=Mc>Md/C=A>A 962 Wa=Ba>He/C=C >B
871 Ta=Bn=Mp/C=C=A 917 Bg >Du=Hk/C>E=A 963 Gu>Lo/C>B
872 Ki=Dn=Bm/B=A=B 918 Ta>Bn=Mp/C>c=A 964 Hc=Pe=Pc/C=C=C
873 Md=Mf=Li/A=A=d 919 Bg>Sj/d>B 965 Sc>We/C>C
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966 Ta >Sc/C >d 1012 Bg>Bi/B>B 1058 Gr>Bg=Dn/B>C=A
967 Li=Cd=Be/B=A=C 1013 Li=Gy>By/C =A >B 1059 Cm=Ca> Sj/C=C >C
968 Bg=Bi/C=B 1014 Wa >He/c >B 1060 Cm=Ca>Ay/B =C >A
969 Fl>Sj/B>B 1015 Madeland>Bg/d 1061 Gu>Gs =Lo/C >B=C
970 Ba >Cd=Tu/D>A=B 1016 Wa=Cd>He/C =A >C 1062 Ca/c >B
971 Ba >Wa/C >C 1017 Mn>Bk/A >B 1063 Sc>Ta=We/D>C=C
972 Fo >By=Li/C>B=C 1018 Bg=Ca>Cm/E=C>C 1064 Ba=Wa>Tu/C=C >B
973 Lo >Fr/B >C 1019 F1=Sj>Mc/C=C >A 1065 Bg >Bu=Ca/E>d=B
974 Mn>ZZ=E1/A> A=A 1020 Li >Bg=F1/B>C=B 1066 Md/A
975 Mf>Fo/A>C 1021 Bn>Ta=Hu/C>B=D 1067 Wa=Mf>Hk/B=A>A
976 Fr=Gu=Wa/B=E=C 1022 Wa>He/C >B 1068 Bg >Li=Co/e>D=B
977 Ta=Bn> Mp/B=C >A 1023 Li >Fo/B >E 1069 Bg=Md>Mc/D=A>A
978 Mc/A 1024 Bg >GP=Fo/E>-=E 1070 Ta=Bn>Mp/C=C>A
979 Mc > Gu=Gs/A>C=C 1025 Sc>We/C >B 1071 Tu>Ba=Bn/B>C=C
980 Cambridge 1026 El/A 1072 Fo=Wa> By/C=C >B
981 Sj >Wa=GP/B>B=- 1027 Fo>Li/D>C 1073 Pe >Hu/C >C
982 Sc>Bn/E>C 1028 Ms/A 1074 Bg >Ca=Md/D>c=A
983 Gy=Mc> Ko/A=A>B 1029 Bg>Bu=Sj/E>e=C 1075 SpongyLake
984 Du>Bg/E >C 1030 Fo/d>B 1076 Bn>Wa=Ba/C>C=D
985 Bo>Be/C>C 1031 ZZ>Mn/A>A 1077 Ca >Wa=Du/C>C=d
986 Bg >Cm=Ca/D> B=B 1032 Wa>Ba/E>C 1078 Hr=Mn=Dn/A=A=A
987 Gu>Lo/C>B 1033 Fa=Bk/B=B 1079 Highway 401
988 He>Wa/B >C 1034 Wa>Cd=Mc/C>A=A 1080 Bn>Ba/B >c
989 Wa>By=Ba/C>B=C 1035 Gu>Gs/C>C 1081 Wa>He=Bg/C >C=C
990 Bn=Bn> Mp/C=c> A 1036 Bk/B 1082 Co >Gy/B >A
991 Fo >By=Gy/C>C=A 1037 Bg >Ca=Cm/D>C=C 1083 Li >By/C > B
992 Fo >Li/C >E 1038 Wa>He/C>B 1084 Hu=Pc>Pe/C =B>B
993 Li=Sc>Ta/e=e >B 1039 Madeland 1085 He>Pc=Wi/C>C=A
994 Ms> Pr/A> B 1040 Bg >Bk=GP/B>B=- 1086 Ba>Bn/C>C
995 Sc >Ba/E>d 1041 Gu/C >B 1087 Li>By/C>B
996 Wa >He/C >B 1042 Madeland 1088 ZZ>SC=Mn/ >_=A
997 Wi>Hs/A>D 1043 Wa=Cm=Ca/C=C=C 1089 Ha=E1>Wa/B=A>C
998 Bg >Hk=Ca/C>A=B 1044 Highway 401 1090 Cm=Ca>Bg/B =B >B
999 Bg>Gy/E>A 1045 Wa >He=Ba/C>C=C 1091 Wa> He/B >B
1000 Wa=He>Ca/B =B>c 1046 Co >Mr=Gu/C>A=D 1092 Fo>By/C>B
1001 Pr=Gu>Bk/B =E >A 1047 Fo/D >C 1093 Wa>Bg=He/D>E=B
1002 Bn>Mp/d>A 1048 Ba>Ta/C>B 1094 Bg >Ca=Li/B >B =E
1003 Gu>Lo=Bg/E>C=B 1049 Fo>By =Gy/C>B=A 1095 Ca>F1=Sj/B>B=B
1004 Bn>Ta/c >C 1050 Bg >He/C >B 1096 Bg >Bi/B >A
1005 Bn >Be/C > C 1051 Md>Gy=Fo/A> A=C 1097 Li>Fo/C>E
1006 Bo >Hs/C>C 1052 Wa >He/D >C 1098 Bk>Fa=Ms/B>B=A
1007 Li >Fo/E >D 1053 Hu >Hs=Hc/E>C=D 1099 Sc>Li=By/C>C=B
1008 Mn>ZZ=E1/A> A=A 1054 Li=Ss>By/B=C>C 1100 Wa=Bo>Mp/E=C>A
1009 Ca >Wa/C >C 1055 Li=Bn=Sc/c=C=d 1101 Hk>Ca=Dn/A> B=A
1010 Mn>Bk/A>B 1056 Gu/C>B 1102 Ca=Cm/C=B
1011 Wa>He/C >B 1057 Highway 8 1103 Mp=Be> Ba/A=C>C
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1104 Bg>Ca/E>C 1150 Ps>Hs/C >c 1196 Bg>Bi/B>B
1105 Fo>Li/D>E 1151 Bg >Li=Ca/D>D=B 1197 Mc >Cm=Ca/A>B=c
1106 SC >GP 1152 Md>Wa=Bg/A> e=E 1198 Du>Du2/E>d
1107 Madeland >ZZ 1153 Md=Mc/A=A 1199 Be >Ta=Wu/C>B=A
1108 Wa=He>LiB=B >C 1154 Li >Fo/D >C 1200 Wa>Ba=He/D>C=B
1109 Bg >Gu/E >B 1155 Ca >Cm/C >B 1201 Ca >Cm=Ba/B >B=C
1110 Ca >Cm=Bg/C>B=d 1156 Mc>Fo=Bo/A> d=C 1202 Li >Bg =Bu/D>c=c
1111 Fo>By/C>C 1157 Wa >He/C >C 1203 Md=Mf>Mc/A=A >A
1112 Mc >Bg=Ca/A>D=c 1158 Hu=Hs>Wx/D=C >A 1204 Bg >Mc=Sj/C>A=C
1113 Ca>Bg=Cm/C>E=B 1159 Wa>Ta=Bo/C>C=B 1205 Du>Ma/d>C
1114 Md/A 1160 Wa/D =C 1206 Bg>Sj/C>B
1115 Fr=Ko/C=B 1161 ZZ >Mn/A >A 1207 Bo>Be/C>B
1116 Wa>He=Fo/D> C=C 1162 Ca >Bo=Wa/B>C=B 1208 Du>Mr/c>A
1117 Bg>Ca=Li/E>B=C 1163 MADELAND 1209 Fo >Be=Mp/D >C=A
1118 Bg>Bu=Sj/B>E=B 1164 Ta >Bn/B >B 1210 Bg >Mc=Ca/B>A=B
1119 Fo >By=Bn/C >C=C 1165 Fo>Mc=By/E>A=C 1211 Fo>By/C>B
1120 Tu >Sj =Bg/B>B=B 1166 Wa >Md=Cd/D>A=A 1212 Be>Bo=Sc/C> C=C
1121 Du>Ca/E>C 1167 Li >Fo/E >D 1213 Wa>He=Ca/B>B=B
1122 Li >Fo=By/E>C=C 1168 Pe >Hu=Hs/C >C=C 1214 He >Hu=Bn/C>C=C
1123 Fo >Ba=Bn/C>C=C 1169 Bg>Li/C>D 1215 Mf=Ly/A=A
1124 Bn=Mp>Be/C=A >B 1170 Ss=He>Fo/C =B >E 1216 Ba >Wa/C >E
1125 Ca/B >C 1171 Madeland 1217 Hs >Hu/C>B
1126 Cambridge 1172 Bg/B >C 1218 Be>Bo/C>C
1127 Li>Fo/C >D 1173 Bm >Mn=Ca/B> A=B 1219 Hu >Pe=Wi/C>B=A
1128 Gy >Bg=By/A>B=B 1174 Fo >By=Gy/C>C=A 1220 Li >Fo =Wa/E>C=c
1129 Wa>He/E >B 1175 Ca>Cm/B>B 1221 Du >Du2/d>e
1130 Wa>He/B >B 1176 HofstetterLake 1222 Wa=Bo>Be/c=C >C
1131 ZZ>Mn/A>A 1177 Mannheim 1223 Gy>Mf/A>A
1132 Bg > SC/E>_ 1178 Bg=Madeland/B 1224 Gy=Ca>Mc/A=c>A
1133 Ca>Cm=Sj/B>B=B 1179 Mc >By/A>B 1225 NewHamburg
1134 Md >Wa/A>C 1180 Bu >Ca=Bg/B>C=C 1226 El >ZZ=Mc/A>A=A
1135 F1=Cm=Cd/B=B=A 1181 Du/e 1227 Ca >Cm/B >B
1136 Mf>Wa/A>B 1182 Bn>Ta=Wa/C>C=C 1228 Pe >Pc=Hc/B> C=C
1137 Md=Mc/A=A 1183 Wa>Ba/C>B 1229 Bo >Be=Wu/c> C=A
1138 Bg>Ca/E>B 1184 Bg >Ca/B >B 1230 Pc >He/B >C
1139 Cm >Ca/B >B 1185 El>Bg=SC/A>E= 1231 Sj >Ca=Cm/C >B=B
1140 He >Bo=Be/C> C=C 1186 Mn=Ki=Md/A=D=A 1232 Fo>By/D>C
1141 Bg>KiB>B 1187 Du/c=E=d 1233 Mc > Md/A >A
1142 Bg >Cm/B >B 1188 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A 1234 Mc >Md/A >A
1143 Li>Bg/C>C 1189 He >Wa/C >D 1235 Bo=Be=Mp/C=C=A
1144 GP>Li/_>D 1190 Fo >Wa/d >E 1236 Fo>By/C>C
1145 Baden 1191 Bo>Bg =He/C>E=B 1237 Hs=Mf>Be/D =A >C
1146 Ca >Bu=Mc/B>c=A 1192 Du/d >e 1238 Ca=Du>Ma/B =E>d
1147 Li>Mt/D>A 1193 Ca>Bg/B >C 1239 Be>Bo=Ta/C>C=B
1148 Mc >Mf=Dn/A>A=A 1194 Gr >Mn=Bm/B>A=B 1240 Wa>He/E>C
1149 He >Pc=Ss/C >B=c 1195 Be>Mp=Wu/B>A=A 1241 He>Pc/C>C
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1242 SC >Mn=Ki/ >A=B 1288 Bg >Gy=Md/C>A=A 1334 Ca>AyB>A
1243 Bg >Wa/D>C 1289 Fo >Ca=Cm/C>B=B 1335 He>Tu/B>B
1244 Wa>He=Ba/E>C=C 1290 Madeland> He=Pc/C=B 1336 Mc>Md/A>A
1245 Mc/A 1291 Bg >Tu=Ba/d>B=C 1337 Fo>By/E>B
1246 Bg>Ca/D>C 1292 Fo>By/C>C 1338 He >Hu=Pe/C>C=C
1247 Ps >Hs=Hu/C>C=C 1293 Bg>Ca/E>B 1339 Li > Sj =Mp/B>B=A
1248 Ca>Cm=Sj/B>B=B 1294 Ba=Wa>He/C=C >C 1340 Ca=Sj/B=B
1249 Fo =Ca>Li/D =C >C 1295 Ba >Bg=Tu/C>d=B 1341 Li >Fo/E >C
1250 Ca>Sj=Gr/C>B=B 1296 Ki=Bn> Be/B=C > C 1342 GP >Bg/-> B
1251 Mc=Ba>Li/A=C>E 1297 Md >Mc/A >A 1343 Bn=Ta>Hu/C =C>C
1252 Fo>By/D>B 1298 Wa >Mp/C >A 1344 Gy >He/A >B
1253 Bg>Wa/D >C 1299 Bg/E=D =C 1345 Ha=Wa>Tu/B =B >B
1254 Fa >Bk/C >B 1300 He >Hu=Ki/C>C=B 1346 Fo>By/C>B
1255 Li=Fo>Bg/E=C >E 1301 Du>Sj=Mc/C>C=A 1347 Mc> Gy/A >A
1256 Blair 1302 Li>Bg/c>d 1348 El >Gr=Mp/A>B=A
1257 Li>Fo/C >C 1303 Li>Fo=By/C>C=B 1349 Bg/E>D
1258 Bg >Bu/C > E 1304 Mr=Cd/A=A 1350 Wa>He=Ba/C>C=C
1259 Bg=Ca=Li/d=C=c 1305 Bg>Li/D>C 1351 Wi>Mt/A>A
1260 Bu >E1=Gr/E>A=B 1306 Fo>Li/D>E 1352 Gy >Bg/A >B
1261 Fo >Li=By/C>E=C 1307 Fo =Mf>Gy/D =A>A 1353 Ba>Tu=Wa/C >B=C
1262 Du=Bg=Ca/E=C=c 1308 Du=Mr/c=A 1354 Ba >Mc/C >A
1263 ZZ >Mn/A>A 1309 Bo >Mp=Bo/B>A=C 1355 Bn=Ta>Tu/C =C >B
1264 Fo=By/C=B 1310 Ca >Cm/B >C 1356 Md>Mc/A>A
1265 Md >Mf/A>A 1311 Bg >Bu/D >c 1357 Fo>Li/E>E
1266 Bg > Fo=Gy/E>c=A 1312 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A 1358 Mc>Sj/A>C
1267 Madeland >Bg=By/C=B 1313 Ps=Pc>Madeland/B =B 1359 Mc>Md/A>A
1268 Li >By/C > B 1314 Cambridge 1360 Lagoon
1269 Fo>Be=Bg/C>C=C 1315 Ca>By/C >B 1361 Ca >Cm/B >B
1270 Fo>Bn/C >B 1316 Gr> Bg=Ca/B>C=B 1362 Md/A
1271 By=Ca> Bg/B=B >B 1317 Sj>Ca/C>C 1363 Ta=Mp>Be/C=A>C
1272 Md >Mf/A >A 1318 Fo>By=Gy/C>B=A 1364 Fo/E=D=C
1273 Ta>Mp=Hc/C>A=D 1319 Ca>Ha/B>A 1365 Fo=Bg>Sj/c=C>C
1274 Bn>Be=Fo/c> C=c 1320 Mt >Ki=Ha/A>B=A 1366 Fo=Li>By/C =E >B
1275 Md=Mc>Gy/A=A >A 1321 Ta >Bn/C >C 1367 Du >Mn/D >A
1276 Fo >Wa=By/D>E=B 1322 El>Hk/A >A 1368 Li>By=Fo/B >B=C
1277 Tu>Bg=Cm/B>d=B 1323 Fo >By=Li/D >B=D 1369 Cd>Mr/A>A
1278 Hc=Ha=Gr/E=A=B 1324 Hc=Pc=Pe/D=C=C 1370 Wa>Ba/E>C
1279 Fo >Li/C >c 1325 Mc>Fo=By/A>C=B 1371 Ca >Mt=F1/B>A=C
1280 Wa>Fo/E>c 1326 Bg>Ca/E >C 1372 Bn>Ta/C >B
1281 Be >Bo=Wu/C>C=A 1327 Mc>Md/A>A 1373 Li>Fo/C>D
1282 Fo=Bo>Wu/D=C >A 1328 Be>Ps=Bo/C>C=C 1374 Fo >By=Hs/C>B=C
1283 Li=Ba>Wa/C =B >C 1329 Mc=Md> Gy/A=A>A 1375 Cd/A
1284 Ma >Du/B >E 1330 Bn >Ta/C >B 1376 Ca >Cm/B >B
1285 Ca> Cm/B >B 1331 Du/d>D 1377 Li >Ca=By/C> B=B
1286 Gy > Fo=Wa/A>C=C 1332 Fo>Li/C>E 1378 Bg/d>D
1287 GP=Fo>Li/ =D>B 1333 Bg/D >E 1379 Sj/B =C>c
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1380 Fo=Bo>Wa/C=C>C 1426 Gu >Lo/B >B 1472 Du/C >D=c
1381 Mp >Ta/A>B 1427 Ca=By=Fo/C=B=B 1473 Bn=Ta>Mp/B =B >A
1382 Mf> Fa/A>C 1428 We>d 1474 Mp >Wi=Mc/A>A=A
1383 By>Ca/C>C 1429 Cd=Gy=Mr/A=A=A 1475 Du>Ma/E>C
1384 Wa=He/c=C 1430 Hu >Pe =Tu/C>B=C 1476 Li=Fo>Bg/C =C>E
1385 Bn >Ta/c >B 1431 Fo >He=Pc/C>D=C 1477 Hu>Pe/D >B
1386 He >Pe=Hu/C>C=C 1432 Mn/A 1478 He >Pe=Hu/E>B=C
1387 He=Pc>Pe/C=C >C 1433 Bo>Sc/C>D 1479 Sj >F1=Tu/B> B=B
1388 Sj >Mc=Tu/C>A=B 1434 Bg> Sj/C >B 1480 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A
1389 Mc >Tu=Wi/A> B=A 1435 Tu=Cd>Mc/B =A>A 1481 Du/E =D=C
1390 El >Li/A >C 1436 Fo >Ba=By/C>D=B 1482 Mt >Gr/A>B
1391 Fo >By=Li/E>C=C 1437 Bg > Fo=By/E>c=B 1483 Du >Ca/E > C
1392 Ay>F1=Sj/A >B=C 1438 Bg=Ca>Cm/C=B >B 1484 F1=Ca> Sj/B=C >B
1393 Bn >Ta/C >C 1439 Bg=Ca/C=B 1485 Du >Cd/E > A
1394 Md>ZZ/A>_ 1440 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A 1486 Bm>Dn=Hk/B>B=A
1395 Cd=Bg>Cm/A=C >B 1441 Tu >Ba=Cd/B >C=A 1487 Mt >Dn/A>B
1396 Cd >Mc=Ma/A>A=c 1442 Tu=Hu>Ba/B=C >C 1488 Wa >Mf=Md/c> A=A
1397 Fo/E=D >d 1443 Bo=Be> Ba/C=C >D 1489 Bu>Bg=Ca/E>C=C
1398 Li > Fo/C =D 1444 Li >Ca/E >B 1490 Bg>Hs=Wa/E>C=C
1399 Cp/A=D=c 1445 Sj >Cm=Ca/B>B=B 1491 Du >Ma/C > B
1400 Li >Fo/C >D 1446 By >Gy=Ma/B>A=B 1492 Fo>Bo/C>C
1401 Ca>Cm=Sj/C>B=B 1447 Gy >Ca=Fo/A>B=c 1493 Ma/c=C=B
1402 Cm=Bg> Ca/C=C >c 1448 Ca> Bg=Sj/C>D=C 1494 Md=Mc=Bg/A=A=B
1403 Cm >Gy/C >A 1449 Cm>Ca/B>C 1495 Bt/B >C
1404 Du >Gu/E >B 1450 Ca> Cm/C >C 1496 Tu >Bn=Ba/B>C=C
1405 GP >Md=Madeland/A 1451 Ss>Wa=Ta/C>D=C 1497 Mt=Ha>Bg/A=B >D
1406 He >Hu=Pe/D >C=B 1452 Ma >Du=Md/B>E=A 1498 Du >Ca=Ma/D >C=C
1407 Bn=Wa>Fo/C=c >C 1453 Bg>Ca/E >C 1499 Fo>By/C>B
1408 Ta=T u>Bn/C=C>C 1454 Ma/B 1500 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A> A=A
1409 Wa=He> Gy/c=B > A 1455 Bg>Sj =Dn/B>B=B 1501 Fo >By =Wa/C>B=D
1410 He >Hu=Tu/C>D=B 1456 Fo>Li=By/d>d=B 1502 Bn=Ta>Bm/C =C>C
1411 NewDundee 1457 Fo>Bg/C>E 1503 Tu=Cd>Du/C =A>C
1412 Bg>Ca/C>B 1458 Pe=Hu>He/C=B>C 1504 Bg>Wa/D>C
1413 Hu>Pe=Wi/C>B=A 1459 Bm=Dn=Wa/B=A=E 1505 Bn>Mp=Ta/C>A=C
1414 Li > Fo=Bg/C>C=B 1460 Bg >Sj =Fo/E>C=B 1506 Mc=Tu=Ma/A=B=C
1415 Bg>Sj/E>C 1461 ZZ >Mn/A>A 1507 Bg>Ca/D >B
1416 Bn=Ta>Hu/C =C >d 1462 Ta=Bn>Fo/B =C>C 1508 Wa=Fo>Ba/C=C>C
1417 Ca=Ma>Bg/B =B>c 1463 Du >Ma=Tu/C>B=B 1509 Bn>Ta/C >C
1418 Bn=Ta>Tu/B=B >B 1464 Fo >Bg=By/E>d=B 1510 Du >Sc=Ma/C>B=B
1419 Sj=Ca>Cm/C=B>B 1465 Du >Ma=Tu/D>C=B 1511 Fo=Bg/B=E
1420 Bg>Ca/B>B 1466 Ba>Tu/C >C 1512 He=Tu>Hu/E=B>C
1421 Fo=By>Bg/C=C>E 1467 Ta=Bn> Ss/B=C >B 1513 Ca>Bn/C>B
1422 Tu=Du>Md/B =c >A 1468 Tu >Mf=Wa/B>A=C 1514 Ma>Md/C >A
1423 El >Ha=Mt/A>A=A 1469 Gp>To/C>B 1515 Bn>Ta/c >B
1424 Cd>Mf/A>A 1470 Cd=Tu/A=B 1516 Fo >By/d >B
1425 Mc=Md>Cm/A=A >B 1471 Hu >Hk=Hc/C>A=D 1517 Fo >Li=By/C>D=B
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1518 Tu=Cd>Ba/B =A> c 1564 Bg>Li/C>C 1610 Ma/C >c
1519 Mt> Gr=E1/A> B=A 1565 Mc=Cm=Bg/A=C=D 1611 Ca/B =C
1520 Du=Ma>Bg/E=C >D 1566 Du >Ma/C >C 1612 Pe >Ps/B >C
1521 Bn>Ta/C >C 1567 He=Hu>Bn/D =C >B 1613 Bg >Hk=Cm/D> A=C
1522 Du/E>e 1568 Ca>HcB>D 1614 Bm>Hk/B >A
1523 Ma>Tu/C>B 1569 Bn>Ta/B >B 1615 Md >Bg/A>E
1524 Ca=Sj>Cm/C=C>C 1570 Wa=He>Tu/C=C>B 1616 Md>Mc/A>A
1525 Ta >Bn/B >c 1571 Ba> Fo=Bg/C>C=D 1617 Bg >Ca/C >C
1526 Ta>Bn/B>B 1572 Du >Bg/C >D 1618 Fo >Ca/C >C
1527 Fo>By/C>B 1573 Mp >Bn/A>B 1619 Ma >Du/C >E
1528 He> Hu=Pe/D >C=B 1574 Sj>Ca/C>B 1620 Bg>Sj/E>C
1529 Ca >Cm/C >B 1575 Wa>Bg=Tu/B>D=B 1621 Du >Ma=Ba/E>D=C
1530 Bg/E >D 1576 He >Ma=Du/B>B=C 1622 Du/E >D=d
1531 Wa=Ca>Tu/C=C >B 1577 Pe>Pc=Li/B >C=c 1623 Ca>Bg/B>B
1532 Bg=Ca=Cm/E=C=C 1578 Pe=Hc>Ta/C =D > C 1624 Ma/C >B
1533 Du/D =E >c 1579 Li >Fo/E >C 1625 Ba>Tu=Cd/C>C=A
1534 Sj >Cm=Fl/C >B=B 1580 Ma/B >c 1626 Wa >Sj =He/C> B=B
1535 Ma/B >C 1581 Du >Ma/C >C 1627 Bu=Bg> Sj/B=D >C
1536 Bn=Ta>Mp/c=B >A 1582 Bg >Ma/D >C 1628 Ca >Bg/C >D
1537 Mt>Gr/A >B 1583 To =Cd>Ba/A=A >D 1629 Bg=Md> Mc/E=A>A
1538 Bg >Fo=Sj/E> D=C 1584 Ba>Sj=Bg/C>C=D 1630 Fo>By/B>B
1539 Ca=Cm> Ss/C=C>B 1585 Sj >Fo=Bg/B>C=B 1631 Fo >Bg=Du/E>C=E
1540 Ma>Tu/B>B 1586 Ma/C >B 1632 Bg >Mc/D >A
1541 Ta >Bn=Hu/B>c=C 1587 Md>Du=Bu/A>E=e 1633 Bg=Ca=Sj/E=B=c
1542 Ma >Tu/C >B 1588 Mp >Ta/A>B 1634 GP >Fo/ >C
1543 Md >Mc/A >A 1589 Ma >Tu=Bn/C>B=c 1635 Sj=Md=Ba/B=A=C
1544 Fo/C >B 1590 Ma>Fl/B >B 1636 GP >Cal_>C
1545 Wa>He=Fo/E>B=C 1591 Ma >Wa/B >C 1637 Sj>Fl/C>B
1546 Tu=Cd>Bn/B=A>c 1592 Du > Sj/E/B 1638 Ma>Tu/C>B
1547 Bg > Fo=Ca/D>C=C 1593 Ta>Bn/B >B 1639 Bg/B=C=E
1548 Sc/C >D 1594 Li=Fo>By/D =C >B 1640 Fo >Gy=Sj/c >A=C
1549 Ta>Bn/B >C 1595 Ba>Tu/B>B 1641 Fo >Bg=Ca/C> D=C
1550 Bg/D >C 1596 Sj =Ca>Bg/C=C >D 1642 Fo >Li/B >D
1551 Cm=Ca>Bg/B=C >B 1597 Wa>F1=Sj/B >B=C 1643 Tu=Mc>Md/C=A >A
1552 Bn >Ta/C >C 1598 Ta >Bn=Mp/B>c=A 1644 Bg=Sj>By/E=c>B
1553 Ta/B 1599 Pe>Cd/C >A 1645 ZZ
1554 Ca>Cm=Bg/C>B=C 1600 Sj =Bu>He/C=D >B 1646 Bg >Fo=Ca/E>C=C
1555 Sj >Ma=Tu/B>C=B 1601 Du/E>D=C 1647 Ma>Tu/C>B
1556 Tu>Ba/B>B 1602 Sj >Hk=Dn/C>A=B 1648 Md/A
1557 ZZ >Mn/A >A 1603 Du >Ma=Tu/C>C=C 1649 Tu >Wa=Ba/B>B=C
1558 Ca >Cm/B>B 1604 Ma>Tu/C>B 1650 Ha=Ca>Ki/B =C>B
1559 Bg>Ma=Sj/D>C=C 1605 Bg>Sj/E>C 1651 Fo >Md=Mc/c>A=A
1560 Md/A 1606 Ba>Tu/C>B 1652 Ay=Ca>Bg/A=B >C
1561 Fo>By/C>C 1607 Ma >Du/C >D 1653 Bg/E >D=C
1562 Ta>Bn/B>C 1608 Bg/E >D=C 1654 Md>Mc/A >A
1563 Du/E >C=D 1609 Ba >Tu/C >C 1655 Bg >Bu=WaIE>E=C



Table 6. Summary of Soil Polygon Number and Soil Polygon Name File (cont'd)
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Polygon Polygon
Number Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

Polygon
Number

Polygon
Name

1656 Md >Mc=ZZ/A>A=A 1702 Ma>Du/C >D
1657 Bg=Mt=ZZ/E=A=A 1703 Ca >Ma/C >B
1658 Mn>Gr/A>B 1704 Md >Wa/A>D
1659 River 1705 Du>Ma/E>C
1660 Bg=Mt=ZZ/E=A=A 1706 Tu >Cd=Ma/B>A=C
1661 Bg>Sj/E>C 1707 Ma >Fo=Gy/C> D=A
1662 Bg>GP/E>_ 1708 Ma=Gy>Du/C=A>D
1663 Sj>FIIC>B 1709 MaIC>c
1664 Fo>By/B>C 1710 Tu> He=Fo/C >B=c
1665 Bg>Sj/E>C 1711 Co >Wo =Mr/B>B=A
1666 Sj/B >C 1712 River
1667 Ca>Sj/B>B 1713 Gu> Gs=Hc/E>C=E
1668 Bg>Sj/E>B 1714 Mn> ZZ/A>A
1669 Ca=Fo=Bg/B=C=E 1715 He/E >C
1670 Md>Li=Mc/A>D=A 1716 Mn> ZZ/A>A
1671 Sj>Fl/B>B 1717 Sj/C>B
1672 Wa>Bg/D >E
1673 Sj >Pothole/B >,
1674 Ca>Sj/B>B
1675 Bg=Mt=ZZ/E=A=A
1676 Wa=Bg>He/D =D>B
1677 Ca >Bg=Cm/C >D=B
1678 Sj =Fo>Ca/C=C>C
1679 Bg=Md> Fo/E=A >D
1680 Bg >Cd=Pothole/E >A
1681 Li>Bg/C>d
1682 Bg>Sj/E>C
1683 Wa >He=Ba/D>B=C
1684 Li>Fo/c >C
1685 Bg >Du/d>E
1686 Ma >Du/B >C
1687 Fo > Madeland=Md/E=A
1688 Md=ZZ> Fo/A=_>D
1689 Sj=Ca/B=C
1690 Bg>Ki/B >B
1691 Madeland
1692 Li=Md> ZZ/E=A>A
1693 Bg=Mt=ZZ/E=A=A
1694 Bg>Fo=Ca/E>C=C
1695 Bg=Mt=ZZ/E=A=A
1696 Bg >Md=Mc/E>A=A
1697 Ca >Sj/c>C
1698 Bg=Md> Fo/E=A>C
1699 Sj>Tu/B>B
1700 Du >Ca=Bg/E>C=E
1701 Du>Ma/E>C



10.0

	

SOIL CAPABILITY for AGRICULTURE RATINGS

The primary interpretation of the soil resource data base was agricultural soil capability
ratings for common field crops under the Canada Land Inventory (CLI) system . At present
the only maps of CLI soil capability for Waterloo Region are at a scale of 1 :50,000 and are
based on the soil survey conducted in the 1930's.

Preliminary upgrades of the CLI information for the Regional Municipality of Waterloo were
conducted during the Wilmot Township Soils Upgrade Project . CLI ratings contained within
the Waterloo County soils report were modified according to present day convention for
slope classification which provided greater flexibility in the classification of soils .

Due to the need for a more consistent set of procedures for determining capability ratings,
this system was based on sets of rules for interpreting soil properties that govern a soil
landscape's suitability for crop production .

10.1

	

Canada Land Inventory Ratings

Capability ratings based on CLI criteria were applied to the grouped soil polygons . The
ratings are very similar to those listed in the Soils of Waterloo County but they were adjusted
(as were the ratings for the Wilmot Township soils upgrade) to take into account the slope
class changes noted earlier . Table 7 contains the CLI soil capability ratings for the Region
of Waterloo .

The Canada Land Inventory soil capability for agriculture classification system rates mineral
soils in seven classes for the production of common field crops . The system determines for
each soil type a capability class and a subclass . The capability class expresses the degree of
limitations inherent in the soil type for producing common field crops while the subclasses
identify the nature of the limiting factors .

	

The best soils, with no limitations for crop use are
Class 1 . Soils designated Classes 2 to 6 have decreasing capability for common field crop
production, and Class 7 soils have no agricultural potential .
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Table 7.

	

Canada Land Inventory Ratings

Soil

	

CLI Classification from the Soils of Waterloo County
Soil Code

	

Code
(CanSIS)
Map Unit

	

Soils of
Watrloo

Simple Slopes (>50m lenth)

	

Complex Slopes (<SOm legth)g
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Soil Name Symbol Count A B C D E F G a b c d e I f
1
g

Ayr AYR Ay 4wf 4wf 4wf 4wf
Bennington BNG Bn 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 4t 4t 5t 6t
Berrian BRR Be 2f 2f 2f 2tf 3t 5t 6t 2f 2f 3ft 4t 4t 5t 6t
Bookton BOO Bo 2fm 2fm 2fm 4st 4st 5t 6t 2fm 2fm 3dt 5st 5st 5t 6t
Boomer BOM Bm 3mi 3mi 3mi 3mi 3mi 3mi
Brady BAY By 2f 2f 2f 2tf 3t 5t 6t 2f 2f 2ft 3t 4t 5t 6t
Brant BRT Ba 1 1 1 3te 4te 5t 6t 1 1 2t 4te Re Re 6te
Brisbane BSB Bi 2f 2f 2f 2tf 3t 5t 6t 2f 2f 2tf 3t 4t 5t 6t
Brooke BOK Bk 6wr 6wr 6wr 6wr 6wr 6wr
Brookston BKN Br, Bc, 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw

Bs
Burford BUF Bu 3sp 3sp 3sp 4ts 5ts 5t 6t 3sp 3sp 3sp 5ts 6ts 6ts 6ts
(cobble)
Burford BUF Bg 2fm 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5t 6t 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5ts 5ts 6t
(gravel)
Caledon CAD Ca 2fm 2fm 2fm 3ts 3ts 5t 6t 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5ts 5ts 6t
Camilla CML Cm 2f 2f 2f 2tf 3t 5t 6t 2f 2f 2tf 3t 4t 5t 6t
Colwood CWO Cw 3wf 3wf 3wf 3wf 3wf
Conestogo CTG Co 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 2t 3t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Donald DOD Du 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i
Dorking DKG Do 4dw 4dw 4dw 4dw 4dw 4dw 4dw
Dumfries DUF Du 2fm 2fm 2fm 4ts 5pt 2fm 2fm 3fm 5ts 6pt
Elmira EMI El 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw
Farmington FRM Fa 6r 6r 6r 6r 6r 6r
Floradale FAD Fl 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Fox FOX Fo 2fm 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5t 6t 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5ts
Freeport FEP Fr 2fm 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts 5t 6t 2fm 2fm Sts
Granby GNY Gy 4fw 4fw 4fw 4fw 4fw 4fw
Grand GRD Gr 2i 2i 2i 2i 2i 2i
Gravel Pit G.P. GP Not rated Not rated
Guelph GUP Gu, Gs 1 1 1 ate 4te 5te 6te 1 1 2t 3te 4te 5te 6te
Hawkesville HWV Hk 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw
Haysville HYV Ha 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i
Heidelberg HIG He 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Hespeler HSP Hr 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw 4iw
Huron HUO Hu, Hc, 2d 2d 2d 3td Ad 5t 6t 2d 2d 3dt 4dt 5dt 5dt 6t

Hs
Kirkland KKD Ki 3fm 3fm 3fm Min 3ts 5t 6t Mm 3fm 3ts 3ts 4t 5t 6t
Kossuth KSU Ko 2f 2f 2f 2tf 3t 5t 6t 2f 2f 3ft 3ft 4t 5t 6t
Lisbon LSB Li 2fm 2fm 2fm Sts 4ts 5t 6t 2fm 2fm 3ts 4ts Sts 5ts 6t
London LOD Lo 1 1 2t 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Macton MCT Mt 3i 3i 3i 3i 3i



Table 7.

	

Canada Land Inventory Ratings

Notes :

	

The CLI information available in the Soils of Waterloo County is based on the slope classifications listed for that
soil report, ie .

	

slopes are rated according to the classes as follows:

0-3% =Aa
3-6 % =Bb
6-12%=Cc
12+ = Dd

These slopes have been evaluated and classified according to the Canadian System of Soil Classification

Note:

	

-

	

where A = slope length greater than 50 metres
-

	

where a = slope length less than 50 metres
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Soil CLI Classification from the Soils of Waterloo County
Soil Code Code
(CanSIS) (Soils of Simple Slopes (>50m length) Complex Slopes (< 50m length)
Map Unit

Soil Name Symbol
Waterloo
Count `~' B C D E F G a b c d e f g

Mannheim MNM Ma 1 1 1 3f 3tf 5t 6t 1 1 2tf 4tf 4tf 5t 6t
Maplewood MPW Mp 2w 2w 2w 2w 2w
Martin MTI Mn 6is 6is 6is 6is 6is
Maryhill MYL Mr 2w 2w 2w 2w 2w
Organic ORG Md org org org org org org org org org org org org org org
Organic ORG Mc org org org org org org org org org org org org org org
Organic ORG Mf org org org org org org org org org org org org org org
Organic ORG Ms org org org org org org org org org org org org org org
Perth PTH Pc, Pe, 2d 2d 2d 2td 3t 5t 6t 2d 2d 3td 3td 4t 5t 6t

Ps
Preston PRS Pr 4ir 4ir 4ir 4ir 4ir
St . Clements SCM Sc, Ss 1 1 2t 3te 4te 5t 6t 1 1 3t 4te 5te Re 6te
St . Jacobs SJB Si 1 1 1 3tm 3tm 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Tavistock TVK Ta 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Toledo TLD To 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw 3dw
Tuscola TUC Tu 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Waterloo WTO Wa 1 1 1 2tm 4tm 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3tm 4t 5t 6t
Wauseon WUS Wu 4wf 4wf 4wf 4wf 4wf 4wf 4wf
Wellesley WEY We, Ws 1 1 2t 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 3t 3t 4t 5t 6t
Wilmot WMT Wx, Wi 4wd 4wd 4wd 4wd 4wd 4wd 4wd
Woolwich WOW Wo 1 1 1 2t 3t 5t 6t 1 1 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t

Slope Category Percent Slope
Aa 0.0-0.5
Bb 0.5-2.0
Cc 2.0-5.0
Dd 5.0-9.0
Ee 9.0- 15 .0
Ff 15.0-30.0
Gg 30.0-45.0
Hh 45 .0 +



11 .0 CONCLUSIONS

This contribution to an assessment of the state of agricultural resources analysis for the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo produced a generalized to a scale of 1 :50,000 version of
the 1 :20,000 scale soil survey and made both scales of information available in an integrated
GIS format .

The published 1 :20,000 scale information was first registered to 1 :10,000 scale OBM
topographic maps. This data set was used to prepare a grouped soil polygon map . The
extent of soil polygon grouping was governed by the minimum polygon size that one would
typically find on 1 :50,000 scale maps. An ARC Info GIS system was used to group adjacent
polygons, and as a tool for naming grouped polygons .

The resulting products, both as 4 hard copy maps at 1 :50,000 and as digital data files
provide powerful new tools for land use and natural resource planning applications . The
1 :50,000 scale products are best suited for region and municipality-wide planning
applications . Regional and municipal land use plans, route and site selection studies,
watershed management planning, and similar undertakings should first use the grouped soil
polygon data base (1 :50,000 scale) . More localized detailed applications should then utilize
the 1 :20,000 data set . Decisions about individual sites should be based ultimately on field
inspections by qualified personnel.
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APPENDIX A
CANADA SOIL INFORMATION SYSTEM (CANSIS)

The soil attribute files associated with the Canada Soil Information System (CANSIS) are
described as follows .

CANSIS attribute files for a county soil survey generally consist of five file types . The five
files are : the Project file ; the Polygon file ; Soil Map Unit file ; Soil Names file ; and the Soil
Layer file .

The project file provides the documentation for each soil survey report . The polygon file
links the map polygons to soil map units . The soil map unit file links soil map units to soil
names and landscape modifiers . The soil names file links soil names to general attributes
that pertain to the whole soil .

	

The soil layer file links soil names to specific attributes that
vary in the vertical direction . These files were designed by Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada for convenience of input and detail provided .

The Project File

This file deals with the information related to the soil survey which produced the soil map.
Information included in this file includes :

	

SIL (survey intensity level) ; publication scale;
photography scale; sampling/observation strategy (free, transect, grid, etc) ; symbol
configuration (taxonomic series, association) ; authors and contributors ; publication date ;
analytical methods; estimate of reliability ; map unit group; soil name group; ARC/INFO
library ; and date of last revision .

The Polygon File

The purpose of the polygon file is to link polygon numbers to soil map units . A soil map
unit is the symbol illustrated within a soil polygon on a soil map. One example of a soil
map unit is as follows :

1483\10\1483ROFW.APC



The list of attributes for this file also includes the polygon number, the map unit number, the
area of the polygon and the perimeter of the polygon.

The Soil Map Unit File

The soil map unit file was designed to be used to translate the map symbol into its
component parts. This file was designed by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada to be used
with a single set of well correlated soil names established nationally .

	

This file includes 19
fields . The fields include : Province ; map unit group; soil name group ; map unit number ;
soil code 1 ; modifier 1 ; extent 1 ; soil code 2; modifier 2; extent 2; soil code 3; modifier 3;
extent 3 ; slope 1 ; slope 2 ; slope 3; stone 1 ; stone 2; and stone 3.

The Soil Names File

The soil names file contains information that applies to the entire soil . This file contains 18
fields . The fields include : province ; map unit group ; soil name group ; soil name; soil code ;
modifier ; kind ; watertable ; root restriction ; restriction type ; drainage ; mode of deposition 1 ;

mode of deposition 3; order ; soil group ; great group; and profile .mode of deposition 2;

Soil Layer File

The layer file contains information related to the soil attributes in the vertical direction .
Records in this file include fields that contain information related to : province ; map unit

1483\10\1483ROFW .APC A-2

Soil Code Soil Code
(dominant) (subdominant)

Hu>Pe

C>B

Slope Code Slope Code
(dominant) (subdominant)



group ; soil name group ; soil code ; modifier ; layer number ; lithological discontinuity ; horizon
master ; horizon suffice ; horizon modifier ; upper depth; lower depth ; coarse fragment ;
dominant sand fraction ; very fine sands ; total sands ; total silt ; total clay ; organic carbon ;
PHCA (pH in calcium chloride) ; PH2 (pH as specified in project report) ; % base saturation;
cation exchange capacity ; KSAT (saturated hydraulic conductivity) ; [KPO, KP10, KP 1500]
(fields dealing with water retention) ; bulk density ; electrical conductivity ; CAC03 (calcium
carbonate equivalent) ; von post (value of organic matter decomposition in organic soils) ; and
wood content .
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1.0

	

Detailed Methodology

APPENDIX B
MAPPING METHODOLOGIES

Definition :

	

To group soil polygons on the basis of soil materials which are then subdivided
by drainage class and by slope

Steps :

Conduct soil polygon groupings as follows :

In this method the new polygons consist of grouped soils with similar soil association .

	

The
term soil association refers to a natural grouping . Soils in these groupings may have similar
parent materials, but differ mainly in respect to drainage class .

The soil association method was structured around the soil groupings that appear on the
1 :100000 soil association map in the Soils of Waterloo County report .

	

But in this case fewer
dissimilar soils were included in the polygons so that most polygon sizes were smaller .

	

The
extent of grouping 1 :20000 scale polygons into larger polygons was also governed by the
minimum size of map units (> 12.5 ha) that can be accommodated at a 1 :50000 scale.

In the mapping, the initial polygon delineations were based solely on common material types
(soil associations) . The polygons were further subdivided according to slope gradient and
soil drainage class . The normal practice was to group well and imperfectly drained soils ;
poorly drained soils were generally treated as separate map units . Table 1 (identified in the
main body of the report) identifies the soils grouped in each association .

Appendix Table B 1 lists the correlation of soil associations with landforms, surficial geology
and soil names from the original Waterloo County soil report . This table illustrates the
rationale behind the particular groupings of soil series and soil materials in this report .

	

This
information indicates the similarities in parent materials and soil formation, hence, the
potential for similarities of soil attributes and capabilities .

	

Soil attributes include erosion
susceptibility and degradation potential .
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Soil series were grouped into soil associations which were virtually identical to the
associations listed on the 1 :100000 Soil Association map included with the original Waterloo
County soil report . Slight modifications to these soil associations were made which allow for
a better correlation of soil attributes and capabilities .

An example of a modification included the grouping of Toledo and Wilmot soils with the
Huron soil catena . The Toledo and Wilmot soils are poorly drained soils which formed on
lacustrine deposits . This contrasts with the Huron catena which formed on till materials .
However, the poorly drained member of the Huron catena (Brookston) has soil attributes and
capabilities which are similar to those of the Toledo and Wilmot soils . The Toledo and
Wilmot soil attributes and capabilities more closely match those of the Huron catena then
those of other coarser soils developed on lacustrine materials .

As well, other changes in soil association groupings included the separation of whole soil
catenas from others as listed on the original 1 :100000 Soil Association map, based on
differences in parent materials and the potential for capability limitations . As an example,
the Huron soils which formed on silty clay and clay till parent materials were separated from
the St . Clements soils which formed on silty clay loam and silty clay parent materials .

	

The
need for this separation stems from the differences associated with the parent materials . The
fine textured parent materials associated with the Huron catena contribute to the limitations
related to undesirable subsurface soil structure and/or permeability .

Therefore, the soil associations were, for the most part, based on the parent materials and the
potential capabilities of the soils .

	

Some modifications to this method of association were
necessary for combining soils of similar capability with different parent materials .
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Appendix Table B1 . Correlation of Soil Associations with Landforms, Surficial
Geology and Soil Names From the Original Waterloo County
Soil Map (1971)
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Soil Association Landform Surficial Geology Soil Names

Huron moraines, ground silty clay till on moraine deposit areas Huron
moraines on till plains Perth

Brookston
Dorking

Toledo (*) glaciolacustrine deposits stratified glaciolacustrine silt and clay Toledo
on lacustrine deposits

Wilmot(**) glaciolacustrine deposits stratified glaciolacustrine silt and clay Wilmot
on lacustrine deposits

St . Clements moraines, ground silty clay till on dissected areas St . Clements
moraines adjacent to till plains Wellesley

Guelph moraines, ground loam till on drumlins and till plains Guelph
moraines, drumlins London

Dumfries end moraine stony loam till on hummocky end Dumfries
moraine

Bennington ground moraine veneer of sandy materials over till Bennington
plain Tavistock

Maplewood

Bookton ground moraine veneer of silty clay materials over till Bookton
plain Berrian

Wauseon

Woolwich ground moraines veneer of silt loam materials over Woolwich
loamy till on till plains Conestogo

Maryhill

Freeport moraines, ground veneer of sandy materials over loam Freeport
moraines, drumlins till on till plains Kossuth

Mannheim moraines, ground veneer of silt loam materials over Mannheim
moraines stony loam till on till plains

Brant glaciolacustrine deposits stratified glaciolacustrine silts Brant
Tuscola
Colwood

Waterloo glaciolacustrine deposits glaciolacustrine fine sands Waterloo
Heidelberg

Fox glaciolacustrine sand coarse and medium outwash sand on Fox
plains, spillways, kames, outwash plains Brady
outwash plains Granby

Lisbon spillways, outwash coarse and medium outwash sand on Lisbon
plains outwash plains



Appendix Table BI . Correlation of Soil Associations with Landforms, Surficial
Geology and Soil Names From the Original Waterloo County
Soil Map (1971)

Note :

	

Although each soil association is comprised of specific soil series, small amounts of
soils belonging to other associations are contained within each map area .
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The Toledo soil series is part of the Brantford catena.

	

Toledo soils are the only
series of the Brantford catena mapped in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo .

The Wilmot soil series is the only soil from its catena mapped in the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo . This soil is associated with organic soils and other poorly
drained soils belonging to the Maplewood, Wauseon, Colwood and Granby series .

B-4

Soil Association Landform Surficial Geology Soil Names

Burford spillways, glaciofluvial outwash gravel on outwash plains, Burford
deposits, kames, terraces Brisbane
abandoned shorelines

St . Jacobs spillways, glaciofluvial veneer of silt loam over outwash St. Jacobs
deposits, outwash gravel on outwash plains, terraces Floradale
materials

Caledon spillways, glaciofluvial veneer of sandy material over outwash Caledon
deposits, kames, gravel on outwash plains, terraces Camilla
abandoned shorelines, Ayr
outwash materials

Farmington bedrock and bedrock veneer of recent coarse and medium Farmington
outcrops textured alluvium over dolomitic Brooke

limestone bedrock Preston

Grand recent alluvial deposits silt loam alluvial material on Grand
floodplains Macton

Elmira

Kirkland recent alluvial deposits sandy loam alluvial material on Kirkland
floodplains Haysville

Hespeler

Boomer recent alluvial deposits veneer of alluvial silts over gravel on Boomer
floodplains Donald

Hawkesville

Martin recent alluvial deposits alluvial sand and gravels on Martin
floodplains

Organic organic material deep organic materials in depressions, Organic
channels



Generalized notes for the grouping of soil polygons :

1 .

	

The minimum size area that can be delineated on the 1 :50000 scale soil maps is 12.5 ha .

2 .

	

The soil and topographic variability may not be completely described in all delineations,
because the delineation symbol on the 1 :50000 scale maps can only be used to identify
three soil units and slope classes .

	

Other landscape and slope symbols not identified by
the symbol are referred to as inclusions . Although their areal extent is usually limited,
they can occupy up to 20 percent of a delineation, where soils and slopes are highly
variable .

3 .

	

Although the map unit symbol indicates the relative proportion of the landscape units and
slope classes within a delineation, it does not identify their spatial distribution .
Landscape units and slope classes do not necessarily occur in a uniform pattern across
the delineation . It is also possible that the site may include inclusions .

4 .

	

Landscape units consist of a dominant component and a significant (subdominant)
component, or a co-dominant component . The term dominant describes the component
which occurs over approximately 60 percent of the landscape unit, although it can range
from 40 to 80 percent in an individual delineation depending on the extent of the
inclusions . The term significant indicates the component which occupies approximately
40 percent of the landscape unit, although is can range from 20 to 40 percent in an
individual delineation depending on the extent of the inclusions . The relative proportions
of the components can, however, vary by as much as 20 percent due to inclusions .

	

Co-
dominant soils are soils which occur in relatively similar portions within a grouped
polygon.

5 .

	

The soil code and slope code (soil mapping unit) were presented as a delineation symbol
on the soil map. The delineation symbol is displayed as a numerator and a denominator.
The numerator indicates the soil code and relative portions of the dominant soils, while
the numerator indicates the slope code and relative portions of the slopes related to the
dominant soils .

6 .

	

In keeping with the current convention for soil mapping, the soil mapping unit includes
up to three soil and slope codes . Provisions have been made to account for the potential
of a tertiary soil and slope code should the computer generated soil component frequency
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warrant a third soil type . In these cases, the tertiary component would range from 20 to
40 percent of a mapping unit, depending on the extent of the inclusions .

7.

	

When only a single soil type occurs over a landscape unit and is shown in the map
symbol, or a single slope class is shown in a map symbol, 80 percent of more of the
area represented by the map symbol consists of that soil type or slope class .

8 .

	

If more information is required on a grouped soil polygon, it can be obtained from the
generalized attributes located in the accompanying soil names file .

9 .

	

Interpretations such as soil capability for common field crops are addressed in the main
body of the report.
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APPENDIX C

Soil/Slope Polygon Naming Procedure



Appendix C
Soil/Slope Polygon Naming Procedure

As mentioned in the body of the report, each grouped soil polygon produced as part of this
Waterloo Region Soils Upgrade Project has a unique soil/slope name. The process for the
naming of each polygon was provided below .

Appendix Table C l provides a representative sample of the complete structure for the name
file for the soils upgrade . This table was created as an overlay of the grouped soil polygon
digital soils information on the original digital soils information . The resulting merge of the
two digital layers allowed for calculations of the frequency of soil series from the individual
original soil polygons occurring within the boundaries of the grouped soil polygons and a
calculation of area associated with the individual soil series .

	

As illustrated in Appendix
Table C1, the merging of the two digital files also provide information related to the
individual record number, the internal polygon identification number and the area .

Through a comparison of the soil series, the slope attached to each soil series and the area
associated with each series, a name was given to each internal polygon identification number.
This identification number is unique to each polygon and provides a link to the digital
grouped soil mapping files .

The name for each grouped polygon was created through a process of evaluating the
occurrence (by area) of each soil type for a single grouped polygon . An example of this is
provided on the accompanying table . It should be noted that the first polygon listed in the
table represents the entire Regional Municipality of Waterloo . Each polygon listed after the
first, represents single grouped polygons .

As illustrated in the table under the internal polygon identification number of 2, six
occurrences of different soil type and slope combination were observed. A calculation of
total area gave approximately 82000 m2, with the largest occurrence of soil being Sc, and a
subdominant soil of Bn. Therefore the name of this polygon would be Sc>Bn. The next
step in the naming process would add the slope portion of the name . The slope portion also
includes the need to provide the slope in the CanSIS format, a step which was described in
detail in the main body of the report .

	

For the purpose of these exercise, the slope would be
named according to the CanSIS convention .
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The slopes related to the dominant and subdominant soils were also taken from the original
soil series column in Appendix Table C1 . As illustrated in the table, the slope associated
with the soil Sc was B. However, through the conversion to CanSIS, the slope was renamed
as C, providing a soil/slope name of ScC. A similar process was used in naming the Bn
soils . The Bn soils occur as two different slope classifications, however, due to limitations
in the data base only one slope was named. The named slope related to the greatest
occurring of the two soil/slope polygons . In this case the name would be BnA (from the
table) and would be converted to BnB to meet the CanSIS slope convention requirements .

It should also be noted that this particular polygon did not meet the requirements of the
minimum mapping size of 12.5 ha (125000 m2) . This polygon may have been a polygon
which occurred along an edge or may be a polygon which required additional editing .
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Appendix Table Cl. Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m2) Polygon Name

1 1 1 -1350084653 .3083
81

2 2 2 BnA 16487.949293 Sc > Bn/C > B

3 1 2 BnB 16055.953537

4 1 2 GuC 290.501811

5 2 2 ScB 49551 .373203

6 4 2 TuA 258.019622

7 1 2 TuB 122.000003

8 2 3 BaA 81200.308627 Ba=Tu/C=C

9 3 3 BaB 265468.292864

10 1 3 Bab 8050.699576

11 1 3 Bac 17037.383175

12 10 3 BgB 1892.936268

13 2 3 BgC 448 .681155

14 1 3 BgD 81 .993806

15 4 3 Bgb 162.868899

16 1 3 Bgc 16729.527000

17 2 3 BnB 108 .377492

18 1 3 BuC 282.523337

19 3 3 FrA 143 .333498

20 1 3 GsC 248 .520255

21 5 3 GuC 316.666055

22 1 3 MI) 33563 .671880

23 1 3 SjA 14474.305155

24 4 3 SjB 190.446224

25 4 3 TaA 634 .478579

26 4 3 TUA 89095.314066

27 7 3 TO 227670.694990



Appendix Table Cl . Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m) Polygon Name

28 1 3 UN 26.847458

29 5 3 WoB 52327.508860

30 2 4 BaB 678.309779 Gu > Mt/D >A

31 2 4 Bab 216.739050

32 2 4 BgC 22463.534391

33 1 4 BgD 12608.372841

34 2 4 Bgb 25709.275991

35 1 4 BuC 38892.752930

36 1 4 CoB 6686.562318

37 1 4 Dn 10724.959676

38 1 4 El 23157.267670

39 2 4 FoB 64744.059729

40 1 4 FrA 23916.029903

41 1 4 GP 4999.365485

42 1 4 GsC 22495.829666

43 1 4 GuB 20593.095432

44 1 4 GuC 167409.711864

45 1 4 KiA 33 .763876

46 2 4 KiB 372.034249

47 1 4 MADELAND 1206.643111

48 2 4 Mt 84389.826133

49 2 4 SCB 1132.767131

50 1 4 ScC 9311 .322430

51 1 4 SjB 69137.880746

52 2 4 TuA 211 .249029

53 1 4 TuB 44.426459

54 1 4 Web 6680.856042

55 1 4 WoA 7269.598571



Appendix Table C1. Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (mZ) Polygon Name

56 3 4 WOB 73558.147290

57 4 5 BaB 550.652681 Ta > Mp =Bn/C
>A=C

58 3 5 Bad 178.842009

59 1 5 BeB 9593 .690320

60 2 5 BgB 208.569410

61 1 5 BgC 34.095903

62 1 5 Bgb 240.649812

63 1 5 BnA 12356.692013

64 4 5 BnB 129220.930788

65 1 5 Br 270.881189

66 8 5 Cd 12242.033521

67 1 5 FIB 10644.447064

68 2 5 GuA 68.006518

69 4 5 Hk 399.387493

70 1 5 Mf 894.176610

71 4 5 Mp. 238247.593598

72 3 5 ScA 996.095868

73 19 5 ScB 13454 .079485

74 2 5 ScC 8469.904451

75 7 5 SjB 666.616870

76 8 5 TaA 131860.671770

77 6 5 TaB 394518.036172

78 7 5 WeB 15551 .715079

79 1 6 BaB 69.999234 Bg>Bu/C> e

80 2 6 BgB 94975 .737656

81 1 6 BgD 14631 .277157

82 2 6 Bgb 31380.651561



Appendix Table Cl . Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m2) Polygon Name

83 2 6 Bgc 36482.740414

84 1 6 Buc 25623.657507

85 1 6 BuD 17531 .739510

86 1 6 Bub 13620.896410

87 2 6 Buc 22374.696157

88 2 6 Bud 59148.996130

89 2 6 Call 922.444553

90 1 6 Cd 37 .387305

91 2 6 CmB 122.518073

92 1 6 FIA 11396.711049

93 2 6 GP 4245.735974

94 1 6 ScB 24555.078124

95 1 6 ScC 28.158711

96 2 6 SJ'A 155.441724

97 5 6 SjB 302.777296

98 3 6 TaA 143 .382485

99 1 6 TO 29.279484

100 5 6 TuB 740.913673

101 1 7 Br 71292 . 647031 Br > F1/A> A

102 1 7 Cd 19457.533909

103 2 7 FIA 34820.687861

104 1 7 GuB 10610.739147

105 1 7 GuC 15847.805202

106 3 7 Hk 803 .183028

107 1 7 LoB 11017 .611214

108 1 7 MP 134.518629

109 1 7 ScA 25351 .939655

110 2 7 ScB 6351 .568420



Appendix Table Cl. Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m) Polygon Name

111 2 7 Tall 2621.438210

112 1 7 WeB 13098.555289

113 2 8 BgC 60.041377 Hk> El/A> A

114 1 8 BuC 1089.675855

115 1 8 CmA 200.671863

116 1 8 CmB 36.761276

117 1 8 E1' 74989.171729

118 2 8 GuB 171 .558272

119 1 8 Ha 20805.573978

120 2 8 Hk 141338.459247

121 1 8 KiA 13258.582247

122 1 8 KiB 15859.670133

123 4 8 Mc 59261 .382328

124 6 8 Mf 298.648136

125 11 8 TaB 1600.731863

126 1 8 WaC 354.135653

127 1 8 WeB 27.722351

128 1 9 BgA 4442.077426 Sj > Cd/C >A

129 1 9 BgC 15115.485711

130 3 9 BgD 205.567561

131 4 9 Bgc 467.827540

132 1 9 BUC 328.996479

133 1 9 Bub 180.487826

134 1 9 Bud 88.421914

135 1 9 CaB 7781 .494631

136 3 9 Cd 40488.592300

137 1 9 CmA 3627.354872

138 1 9 CmB 13716.948540



Appendix Table C1. Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m2) Polygon Name

139 1 9 El 100.602335

140 1 9 GP 2874.035009

141 1 9 GuA 4774.988702

142 6 9 MP 385.618773

143 2 9 ScC 20952.106152

144 1 9 SjB 101937.015269

145 6 9 TaB 468.918555

146 2 10 BuC 74.655997 Wo > Gu/C > E

147 1 10 CoB 22782.309452

148 1 10 GuB 8381 .036611

149 1 10 GuC 11933.552017

150 1 10 GuD 20679.041056

151 1 10 WoA 14183.109275

152 2 10 WOB 48188.860573

153 1 11 BgA 27.809210 Gu=Cm/D=B

154 2 11 BuC 102.025191

155 1 11 Cd 1203 .723551

156 1 11 CmA 38580.416062

157 1 11 CoB 7640.780583

158 2 11 GuC 43360.685128

159 2 11 GuD 7025.121244

160 1 11 ScB 19249.415238

161 1 11 SjB 11163.572392

162 2 11 WsB 724.274709

163 6 12 BgA 50568.216276 Bg>Bu=F1/C
>D=A

164 3 12 BgB 140684.444676

165 1 12 BgC 20929.718055



Appendix Table C1 . Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m2) Polygon Name

166 2 12 Bgb 30954.357368

167 1 12 BuB 10344.267424

168 2 12 BuC 49981.278887

169 2 12 CaA 20305.455918

170 2 12 CmA 22522.156630

171 1 12 El 388.523276

172 3 12 FIA 32927.588452

173 1 12 FIB 31107.582279

174 4 12 GP 10912.200374

175 1 12 GuC 42.090146

176 3 12 Ha 676.293302

177 1 12 Mc 136.738638

178 6 12 SjA 1078.350293

179 3 12 WoB 151 .368309

180 1 13 BnA 220.005858 Sc/C > D

181 6 13 CoA 300.339668

182 3 13 GsB 791 .373169

183 4 13 Hk 981 .539114

184 1 13 LOB 927.510898

185 1 13 Mn 536.720043

186 2 13 MP 281 .615334

187 1 13 Mt 378.854585

188 1 13 SC 2514.588168

189 5 13 SCB 187775.614899

190 1 13 ScC 60292.625704

191 1 13 ScD 8346.961192

192 1 13 TaB 23627.786444

193 1 13 WeA 15261.824812



Appendix Table C1. Representative Portion of Soil Names File
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Record
Number Frequency

Internal
Polygon

Identification
Number Soil Series Area (m2) Polygon Name

194 2 14 BnB 233 .879428 Hk>We/A>C

195 1 14 CaB 14696.950979

196 2 14 El 25196.564107

197 3 14 FIA 800.897335

198 4 14 GuC 570.668049

199 3 14 Hk 163997.034970

200 1 14 Mn 35146.588511



ERRATA SHEET FOR THE CONTRACT REPORT'

Because the task of the contractor was to generalize the polygon contents, the linework on the
map delivered by Ecologistics reflects a level ofdetail more appropriate to 1 :20,000 scale maps.
This level of detail has been preserved as a digital file and has been related to the polygons on
the 1 :20,000 digital map. For publication purposes the linework on the 1 :50,000 map has been
smoothed and made more legible . This work was carried out by Mr. L . Schut, OMAFRA
pedologist .

In the course of smoothing the linework and checking the map symbology Mr Schut identified a
number of map symbol errors (in particular in the northwest quadrant,of the region). These have
been corrected in the digital 1 :50,000 map files and also on the printed map (through
consultation between Mr Schut and Ecologistics staff) . However, these errors are still reflected
in the tables and text of the report by Ecologistics. The following report by L. Schut presents a
detailed listing ofthe errors which remain in the report but have been corrected on the map and
digital files .



Table 1.

	

MapSymbol Errors, Omissions, or Other Comments

Polygon Polygon Name Comments
Number in COESAReport

18 Mc>Mf=GP/A>A=_ Show # sign in symbol ; Mc>Mf--GP/A>A--#

46 B >GP/c>_ Show # sign in symbol ; B >GP/c>#

50 Wa>He/C>C _Symbol error on manuscript ma ;thane to Wa/C>D

59 Hu>Pe/C>B Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; Br should occur in polygon symbol
thane to Br>Pe/A>B

77 Hu>Pe/C>B Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name;no Hu in polygon should be Br in polygon
symbol ;thane to Br>Pe=Do/A>C=A

82 Hu>Do/C>A Symbol error on manuscript map;change to Br--Do/A=A
Leader missing on manuscript ma

87 Hu>Pe/C>B Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; Br should occur in polygon symbol
thane to Br-Pe/A=B

95 Hu>Pe/C>B Symbol error on both maps; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name; no Hu in polygon; should be Br in
polygon symbol ; 43 polygons in linkage file ; 35 polygons
on 1 :20,000 map; thane to Br>Pe/A>B

100 Hu>Pe/C>B Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; should be Br in polygon symbol change to
Pe=Br/B=A

110 Br-Bn>Ta/A=c>c Addnews nnbol

115 Bg--Bu>GP/D=D> Show # sign in symbol, Bl -Bu>GP/D=D>##

124 Ta>HuB>C Symbol error on manuscript map;change to Symbol error
on polygon map and manuscript map; Hu missing on
manuscript map; but check of soil components indicates
symbol wrong on poly,(-=on map; should be Ta>Br/B>A

130 Do>Hu=Pe/A>C=C Symbol error on manuscript map;change to Symbol error
on polygon map; check of soil components indicates no
Huron soils occur, and Brockston soils occur which are not
shown in the symbol than ""e symbol to Do>Br--Pe/A>A=C

143 S'>Fl/B>B Reposition polygon number on manuscript map

145 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

160 Madeland Rename "Elmira" on manuscript ma

164 I Gu>SC/E Show # siA.n in symbol Gu>SC/E>#



Polygon
Number

Polygon Name
In COESA Report

Comments

173 Br>Pc/A>c Addnew symbol

170 Mr--Co/A=A There are two #170 polygons on manuscript map; this one
is correct, the other one with polygon name Bg>BuB>C
should be re-numbered #203

179 Br>Pe/A>B Addnew symbol

182 Hu>PE/C>c Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; should be Br in polygon symbol;change
symbol to Pe=Br/c=A

186 Mn>ZZ/A>A Symbol missing on manuscript map; Mn>WA/A>#

203 Bg>BurB>C #170 assigned to this polygon on manuscript map;
re-number #203

207 Sc>SC=Mt/C>_=A Show # sign in symbol ; Sc>SC=Mt/C>#=A

228 Hu>Pe/C>c Symbol error on both maps; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; change symbol to Pe=Br>Hu/c=A>c

253 Pe=Br>Hu/B=A>B Addnew symbol

258 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

259 Pe>Pc/C>C Leader missing on manuscript ma

266 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show #sign in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

295 SC>Gu/ >B Show # sign in symbol-, SC>Guf#>B

297 Sc>We=SC/C>C=_ Show # sign in symbol ; Sc>We=SC/C>C=#

299 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

310 We>Sc=SC/c>C=_ Show # sin in symbol ; We>Sc=SC/c>C=#

313 Sc>SC/D>_ Show # sign in symbol ; Sc>SC/D>#

330 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol-, Mn>WA/A>#

351 B >Si/E>C Add another label

353 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # sign in symbol; WA>MT1/#>A

369 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

377 Gu>Wo=Gs/C>C=C Leader missing on manuscript ma

380 Mn>ZZ/A>A Add another label; show # sign in symbol; Mn>WA/A>#

389 Mn=Sj/A=B Wronit4 s mbol on manuscript maj:~

408 Ca>Gs=SCB>C=_ Show # sign in symbol ; Ca>Gs=SCB>C=#

425 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sir_m in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

428 Mn>Mt=SC/A>A= Show # sir in symbol, Mn>Mt=SC/A>A=#



Polygon
Number

PolygonName
in COESAReport

Comments
j

433 S'>SC/B>_ Show # si in symbol ; S'>SCB>#

441 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # si in symbol; Mn>WA/A>#

465 B -Bu>SC/C=E> Show # sign in symbol ; B =Bu>SC/C=E>#

470 Cd=Tu=SC/A=B=_ Show # sign in symbol ; Cd=Tu=SC/A=B--#

475 Gu>Hc=SC/C>D=_ Show # sign in symbol ; Gu>Hc=SC/C>D--#

482 ZZ>Mn/A>A Symbol missing on manuscript map; show # sign in
symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A

483 Sc>Ss/C>C Add another label

489 EI=Mt>Bm/A=A>B Addanother label

502 Fo>B -G /C>B=A Addanother label

553 ZZ>Mn/A>A Boundary adjusted and symbol deleted

569 Hu>Hs=Pe/C>C=C Addanother label

571 Mr>Co=Wo/A>B=C Addanother label

585 Kitchener-Waterloo Delete polygons #647 and #672, and include in this
polygon

599 GP Show # si in symbol ; GP/#

624 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # si in symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A

647 He>Wa=FrB>B=C Delete polygon

672 Sc=Bn>Bo/C=C>C Delete polygon

674 Paradise Lake calc polygon number = 999(water)

754 EI>Mn=Hr/A>A=A Revise polygon boundaries on manuscript map to
incorporate Columbia Lake OBM hydrology)

757 GP=SC Show # si in symbol, GP--SC/##

760 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # si in symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A

763 Mc>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Mc>WA/A>#

772 Laurel Reservoir Delete polygon number

780 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # sign in symbol, WA>Mn/#>A

789 Ca>GP/D>_ Show # sign in symbol ; Ca>GP/D>#

791 ZZ>Mn/A>A Symbol missing on manuscript map; show # sign in
s mbol , WA>Mn/#>A



Polygon
Number

Polygon Name
In COESA Report

Comments

807 Wa>He/C>B Symbol error on both maps ; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name ; He should not occur in polygon symbol;
164 polygons in linkage file ; 51 polygons on 1 :20,000
ma ;chan e symbol to Wa>He=Ba/C>B=C

811 Ca>B =GPB>C= Show # sign in symbol ; Ca>Bg--GP/B>C--#

818 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # si in symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A

835 Sunfish Lake calc polygon n tuber =999(water)

841 GP>B >B Show # sign in symbol ; GP>B #>B

856 Mn>ZZ=EI/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=E]/A>#=A

857 River calc polygon number= 999(water)

858 Mn>ZZ=EI/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=EI/A>#=A

859 B >Li/D>B Symbol s lit on manuscript ma

860 Mn>ZZ=E1/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=EVA>#=A

881 Mn>ZZ=EI/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=EVA>#--A

886 Wa>He/C>B Symbol error on both maps; occurs adjacent to polygon
with same name; symbol appears to be correct; 76 polygons
in linkage file; 26 polygons on 1 :20,000 ma

895 Mc>ZZ/A>A Show #sign in symbol ; Mc>WA/A>#

897 Madeland=Mc>Fr/A>B Show # sign in symbol ; DS=Mc>Fr/#=A>B

li 902 Ta=Bn>MPB=C>B Can not find "MP" in legend; MP part of symbol shown as
UN on manuscri-.jt map; should MP beM ?

I
914 Ba>Madeland/C Show # sign in symbol, Ba>DS/C>#

917 B >Du--Hk/C>E=A Add another label

956 SC>Md_-Cal>A_-B Show # sign in symbol ; SC>Md=Ca/#>A-B_

974 Mn> _ZZ-El/A>A_A Show # sign in symbol ; N4n>WA=EUA>#=A

980 Cambridge Revise boundary to recognize newpolygon # 1718

981 Sj>Wa-GP/B>B-_ Delete GP from symbol ; change symbol on manuscript map
to S'>Wa/B>B

990 Bn=Bn>Mp/C=c>A This is only symbol having two soils of same type
Bn=Bn ; change symbol to Ta>Bn=Mp/13>C=A

1008 Mn>ZZ=EI/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=EI/A>#=A

1015 Madeland>B d Show # sign in symbol-, DS>Bg/#>d

1024 B >GP=Fo/E>=E Show # si _n in symbol ; Bg>GP=Fo/E>#=E

1031 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; VIA>Mn/#>A



Polygon
Number

PolygonName
In COESA Report

Comments

1039 Madeland Show # si in symbol ; DS/#

1042 Madeland Show # sign in symbol; DS/#

1044 Hi hwa 401 Rename DS/#

1057 Hi hwa 8 Rename DS/#

1075 S on;ty Lake Delete polygon number
i

1079 Hi hwa 401 Rename DS/#

1085 He>Pc=Wi/C>C=A Symbol shown four times on manuscript ma

1088 ZZ>SC=MnL>=A Show # sign in symbol; WA>SC=Mn/#>#--A

1106 SC>GP Show # sign in symbol; SC>GP/#>#

1107 Madeland>ZZ Show # sign in symbol ; DS>WA/#>#

1121 Du>Ca/E>C Symbol incomplete on manuscript map; art missing

1131 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A

1132 B >SC/E>_ Show # sign in symbol ; B >SC/E>#

1144 GP>Li/_>D Show # sign in symbol ; GP>Li/#>D

1146 Ca>Bu--McB>c=A Symbol incom fete on manuscript map; art missing

1161 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show #sign in symbol; WA>Mn/#>A

1176 Hofstetter Lake calc of on n mber = 999(water)

1178 B =Madeland/B Show # sign in symbol ; Bg--DS/B=#

1185 El>B -SC/A>E=_ Show # sign in symbol ; EI>Bg--SC/A>E=#

1188 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A Show #sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=Mt/A>#--A

1217 Hs>Hu/C>B S mbol missing on manuscript ma

1226 El>ZZ=Mc/A>A=A Show # sign in symbol ; EI>WA=Mc/A>#=A

1242 SC>Mn=Ki/_>A--B Show # sign in symbol ; SC>Mn=Ki/#>A=B

1263 ZZ>Mn/A>A Show # sign in symbol ; WA>Mn/#>A
This polygon number and symbol on manuscript map could
be deleted

1267 Madeland>B -B /C=B Show # sign in symbol ; DS>B -B /#>C=B

1287 GP=Fo>Li/ =D>B Show # sign in symbol ; GP--Fo>Li/#=D>B

1289 Fo>Ca=Cm/C>B=B Centre symbol in polygon

1290 Madeland>Hc=Pc/C=B Show # si in symbol ; DS>Hc=Pc/#>C=B

1312 Mn>ZZ=Mt/A>A=A Show #sign in symbol ; Mn>WA=Mt/A>#=A



Polygon
Number

Polygon Name
in COESAReport

Comments

1313 Ps=Pc>MadelandB=B Show # sign in symbol ; Ps=Pc>DS/B=B>#

1342 GP>B >B Show # si in symbol ; GP>B #>B

1398 Li>Fo/C=D change symbol to Li=Fo/C=D

1394 Md>ZZ/A>_ Show # sign in symbol; Md>WA/A>#

1405 GP>Md=Madeland/A Show # sign in symbol ; GP>Md=DS/#>A=#

1440 Mn>ZZ=MdA>A=A Show # sign in symbol; Mn>WA--Mt/A>*--A

1461 ZZ>Mn/A>A Wrong symbol on manuscript map; should be
WA>Mn/#>A

1480 Mn>ZZ=MdA>A=A Show # sign in symbol; Mn>WA=Mt/A>#=A

1500 Mn>ZZ=MdA>A=A Show # sign in symbol; Mn>WA=Mt/A>#=A

1557 ZZ>Mn/A>A No symbol on manuscript map, but hasjoiner ;
show symbol if possible; WA>Mn/#>A

1569 Bn>TaB>B Leader missing on manuscri t ma

1571 Ba>Fo=Bg/C>C=D Wrong symbol on manuscript map; UN in symbol, should
be B

1592 Du>S'/E/B Wrong symbol in polygon name file; should be Du>S'/E>B

1621 Du>Ma=Ba/E>D=C Add another label

1622 Du/E>D=d Addanother label

1634 GP>Fo%>C Show # si in symbol ; GP>Fo/#>C

1636 GP>Ca/_>C Show # sign in symbol; GP>Ca/#>C

1645 ZZ Calc polygon number to 999(water)Delete symbol

1649 Tu>Wa=Ba/B>B=C Symbol missing on manuscript mar) ___

1652 A -Ca>B A=B>C Wrong symbol on manuscript rn a

1654 Md>Mc/A>A Shown on manuscript map as water (OBM hydrology) ;
delete h drolo44v and show in soil layer

1656 Md>Mc=ZZ/A>A=A Shown on manuscript map as water (OBM hydrology) ;
delete hydrology and show in soil layer;
Md>Mc=WA/A>A=#

1657 B -Mt--ZZ/E=A=A Show # sign in symbol ; BEMt--WA/E=A=#

1659 River calc polygon number = 999(water)

1660 B -Mt--ZZ/E=A=A Show # sign in symbol; Bg=Mt--WA/E=A--#

1662 Bg>GP/E> Show # sign in symbol; Bg>GP/E>#



Table 2.

	

NewMap Polygons

Polygon
Number

Polygon Name
in COESA Report

Comments

1670 Md>Li=Mc/A>D-A_ Shown on manuscript map as water (OBM hydrology) ;
delete hydrology and show in soil layer

1673 Sj>PotholeB>_ Assign "Pothole" a two letter symbol- suggest "PH" ;
Si>PHB>#

1675 B -Mt=ZZ/E=A=A Symbol missin on manuscript map; Bg--Mt--WA/E=A=#

1680 Bg>Cd=Pothole/E>A Assign "Pothole" a two letter symbol - suggest "PH" ;
B >Cd=PH/E>A=#

1687 Fo>Madeland=Md/E=A Revise polygon boundary on manuscript map, and change
symbol to Fo>Md/E>A

1688 Md=ZZ>Fo/A=>D Show # sign in symbol ; Md=WA>Fo/A--#>D

1691 Madeland Rename "Ay"

1692 Li=Md>ZZ/E=A>A Show # sign in symbol ; Li=Md>WA/E=A>#

1693 B -Mt=ZZ/E=A=A Show # sign in symbol ; B -Mt=WA/E=A=#

1695 B -Mt=ZZ/E=A=A Show # sign in symbol ; Bg--Mt--WA/E=A--#

1712 River Delete I on number and name

1714 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sip in symbol ; Mn>WA/A>#

1716 Mn>ZZ/A>A Show # sign in symbol; Mn>WA/A>#

New Ma Polygon Number New Ma Polygon Name

1717 S'/C>B

1718 Ms>Hr-Mn/A>A=A

1719 Ca=SC>GP/B=#>#

1720 Wa>Bu=He/D>C=B

1721 Ayr

1723 Md/A

1724 Ki>MfB>A

1726 Mn>WA/A>#

1727 Mn>WA/A>#

1728 Mn>WA/A>#



w

1729 Mn>WA/A>#

1730 Mn>WA/A>#

1750 WA>Mn/#>A

1800 B =Mt=WA/E=A=#

1801 DS/#

1803 Mn>WA=Mt/A>#=A

1810
I

Wa>He/C>B




